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· - Story>> 
Entrepreneurs across southeast Michigan are 
starting new businesses and making existing 
ones stronger with help from students, f acuity 
and staff at EMU. Led by its Center for 
Entrepreneurship, the University is committing 
resources to help keep Michigan's economy 
growing. See story on page 18. 
Tattooed 
A survey of 
school-hiring 
authorities by 
EMU professors 
finds that body 
art and piercings 
can sometimes 
determine who 
gets hired. 
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The University 
Visioning Task 
Force is looking 
into the future 
as part of 
President 
Fallon's plan 
to sharpen 
EMU's mission. 
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Team effort Safer ground 
EMU faculty and A new master's 
professionals at program takes a 
five agencies in collaborative 
southeast academic 
Charting success Michigan team approach in 
A calendar at a up to address order to help 
local middle youth violence school personnel 
school is making issues through understand and 
it easier for the Community address issues 
students, families Leadership related to 
to improve Fellows school violence. 
wellness and Program. 
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On the cover 
Vicente Vazquez presents one of his 
restaurant s signature dishes: 
Cuban-style paella, which includes 
chicken, ham, Spanish sausage, 
shrimp, clams, lobster and 
vegetables - all baked in saffron 
rice. Learn more about Vicente's 
Cuban Cuisine at www.vicente.us. 
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EMU Mission Statement 
l'.istl-rn Michigan l lnivcrsity is 
commirrcd to l'XCL"licn,L" in teaching. tlw 
cxcL"nsion of knowlt·d."c through basic 
and appli,·d rcse,inh. and cn·,1tive and 
,lrtJStll exprcssion. Building on a proud 
tradition of n,nional lt-ad,·rship in the 
pn:par,ttion of teachers. w<: m;.1xin1izt: 
,·ducational opporrunitil's and pcrsonal 
and prof,.ssional growth for studcms 
from diverse h,Kkgrounds through an 
array of haffalaureatt·. 111.1,ter °s and 
donor.ti prn,"r.1ms. \X'" provide a 
studl'nr-tl>cust:d le,trning l'nvironment 
that positin·ly .,tfrns the livcs of 
studt"nts ,md the n,mmunity. \X'e extend 
our commitml'nt heyond thl' campus 
boundaries to the widl'r commtmity 
through scrvi,e iniri,1tin·s and p,1rrm·r­
sh1ps of mutu,il interest addressing local, 
rL"gion,11. 11.1tional and international 
opportunities and challenges. 
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Editor's Note The year came and went so quickly chat at first 
glance, it seemed hardly worthy of remembrance. That is until you carefully 
and thoughtfully look back across the months and sift through the headlines. 
In doing so, you will discover chat 2005 may well be remembered as one of 
EMU's finest. le was a year of many firscs for the University, and many repeat 
successes, coo. And on some issues, che year ended as it had begun. 
For example, 2005 srarted with the Regents Advisory Committee holding 
listening sessions ro help identify who che next EMU president should be. And 
ic ended with chat new president, John A. Fallon, III, creating a Visioning Task 
Force co help clarify what EMU should be. 
It was a year chat started with che College of Business partnering with an 
internacional business leader co help Greece develop ics economy, and ended 
wich the college signing a scuclem-cransfer agreement with Keimyung 
Universicy in ouch Korea. 
It was a year chat started with a ceremony honoring Maj. Stephen Ward, 
an EMU milirary science professor, who received a Purple Heare for injuries 
sustained in Iraq. And ic ended wich the mourning for Maj. Gerald M. 
Bloomfield ('98), who died ov. 2 during a helicopter accident in Iraq. 
It was a year char scarred wich che campus community raising money and 
clothing for the victims of the somheasc Asia csunami. Before che year ended, 
chose tireless efforts would be repeated on behalf of fellow citizens left devas­
raced by hurricanes in Louisiana and across much of the rest of the South. 
And finally, 2005 saw che passing of such norable EMU alumni and 
employees as Dean Rockwell, David Horton and Diana 1. Clack. Bue 2005 also 
marked beginnings, coo, as applications from prospective freshmen climbed 2 L 
percent ro more than L0,000, a new University milesrone. The year also pro­
duced yec more proof of our College of Education's excellence, as honors for art 
educator, accounting educator and arc hisrory teacher of the year were bescowed 
upon EMU graduates. 
So, what will we be reading and writing about a year from now) Who 
knows, but one thing is for certain: EMU srndents, faculty and staff, through 
their collective efforts and abilities, will have rewritten history once again. 
Kevin Merrill 
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MAPPING THE FUTURE 
Visioning Task Force helps President Fallon set course for EMU 
Anyone who has been around John A. 
Fallon, Ill, during his first six months as 
president of EMU knows that he is fond 
of the business book Good to Great: Why 
Some Companies Make the Leap ... and 
Others Don't. The 2001 book is still on 
best-seller lists, in large part because its 
conclusions were both scientifically sound 
- more than 1,400 public companies 
were analyzed - and simple. According to 
author Jim Collins, among the steps that a 
business - or university - needs to take 
to achieve lasting success and become 
great is to define its "hedgehog concept:' 
As Collins wrote, a hedgehog con­
cept "is not a goal to be the best, a strat­
egy to be the best, an intention to be the 
best, a plan to be the best. It is an under­
standing of what you can be the best at. 
The distinction is absolutely critical:' 
In its own way, EMU is now exploring 
its inner hedgehog. 
President Fallon in December created 
the University Visioning Task Force, a 16-
member group that will help him draft a 
plan to determine how and where the 
University invests its resources; how it 
develops academic programs and recruits 
students; and how it conveys those 
strengths and desires in an increasingly 
competitive marketplace. When its work is 
done, the Task Force will have given form 
to the University's "hedgehog concept," in 
part by producing consensus answers to 
three critical questions: What can EMU be 
best in the world at, what drives its eco­
nomic engine, and what are members of 
the campus community passionate about? 
''rhe Task Force's goal will be to cre­
ate a five-to-seven-page document that 
will represent a shared vision - a picture 
of our pathway to the future and what we 
as a University intend to pursue with great 
vigor," President Fallon said. 
"Our goal is the creation of a 
shared vision for the University that 
each and everyone of us can under­
stand, own and commit to helping 
become a reality," he said. "We will 
know that we've done this successfully 
when 10 out of any 10 of us provide 
the same answers to these questions: 
What is Eastern Michigan University? 
Where precisely are we headed? What 
specifically do we intend to achieve?" 
The Task Force's work will be done 
by late spring, and ultimately presented to 
the EMU Board of Regents. President 
Fallon, who is co-chairing the group with 
Daryl Barton, a marketing professor and 
head of the Faculty Council, has set a 
June 30 deadline to get the work done 
and implementation started. 
The members of the Visioning Task 
Force are: Kristine Ajrouch, associate 
professor, sociology, and director, geron­
tology program; Daniel Cicchini, vice 
president, Student Government; Richard 
Clifford, elevator repair specialist, 
Physical Plant; Ellen Gold, director, 
University Health SeNices; Konnie 
Kustron, professor, College of 
Technology; Bernice Lindke, assistant 
vice president, enrollment services; 
David Mielke, dean, College of Business; 
Robert Neely, senior associate vice pres­
ident, academic affairs; Vernon C. Polite, 
dean, College of Education; Vicki 
Reaume, executive director, alumni rela­
tions; Gary Reffitt, director, purchasing; 
Lynn Rocklage, department head, special 
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President Fallon listens to freshmen and 
their families during Welcome Week 
activities. The recommendations of the 
Visioning Task Force will play a large 
role in shaping future incoming classes. 
education; Deborah Silverman, assistant 
professor, health sciences; Judy Sturgis­
Hill, interim director, Office of Diversity 
and Affirmative Action; Suzanne Szopo, 
instructional technology; and Larry Ward, 
director, facility maintenance. 
The work of the Visioning Task 
Force builds on the aspirations 
President Fallon outlined in his first days 
on the job in July, when he spoke about 
helping EMU reach its "institutional 
promise'.' Achieving that promise, he 
said, requires the participation of the 
entire University community and friends 
in the creative work of the future. 
To that end, he commissioned the 
"Building the Promise" Web site for the 
purpose of allowing the Eastern Michigan 
community and its friends to share ideas, 
thoughts, suggestions, concerns and 
dreams for the University. It launched in 
December, at www.emich.edu/promise, 
and contains an online form. •!• 
- Kevin Merrill 
Q: EMU's Honors Program 
recently changed its name 
to Honors College. Why? 
A: When the program started 
20 years ago, among its 
goals was to attract and 
retain academically high-
achieving students; create a 
community of scholars to 
drive co-curricular activities; 
and support a learning envi-
ronment that values commu-
nity engagement and student 
leadership. We've done that 
exceptionally well, but we 
remained one of EMU's best 
kept secrets. It seemed clear 
that we needed to be more 
visible. We needed to be 
more central to the mission 
of the larger University. 
Among other advantages, the 
structure of a college allows 
us to market ourselves more 
competitively, while also 
preparing ourselves for the 
next 20 years, in terms of the 
academic programming and 
resources we 
can offer the 
University. 
L'. X L M L' L  A R  
< A Conversation With . . .  James A. Knapp > 
Q: Does EMU have different Q: What are the major ate research. We have a nur-
types of honors students? changes in the Honors turing environment within the 
What distinguishes one College in the past 20 years? first two years that acts as a 
from the other? springboard for undergradu-
A: One of the biggest stems ate research. It offers a space 
A: We have two types of from the change to college, where you can understand 
honors students. Students and that is the ability to pro- how undergraduate research 
pursuing University honors pose interdisciplinary honors can be a part of the under-
generally begin their honors courses. Currently, we offer graduate experience. And 
work at the start of their col- honors sections of courses that spans al l the colleges, 
lege career. These students that already exist in EMU's and that makes us 
complete honors coursework academic departments, such somewhat unique. 
in special honors sections of as Literature 1 00-H. What we 
general education courses, can do now, as a college, is Q: What's the future role of 
and they often live together develop honors courses, an the Honors College? 
in Wise Hall, the honors resi- "Honors 100: The Impact of 
dence hall, during their first Globalization," for example, A: I want current and 
year. In addition to their aca- that would be taught by facul- prospective students as well 
demic success, they are ty from different departments. as faculty and staff to think of 
involved in  a lot of commu- This will help us meet our us as a place you might go 
nity service activities and goal of enhancing the shared for support and collaboration 
take on a lot of leadership experience for students in on innovative approaches to 
roles. They are more l ikely honors. We needed to have undergraduate teaching and 
to be traditional students - college status just to make learning. Interested in under-
straight out of high school. A such a proposal. In addition to graduate research? Then you 
second group includes those the academic program, the should go to the Honors 
pursuing departmental hon- move to a college will help us College. Are you a faculty 
ors, in which students do develop a broad range of co- member interested in devel-
their honors work in collabo- curricular programming and oping interdisciplinary cours-
ration with faculty in the related services that would be es? Then you should talk to 
major or minor. All depart- housed in the college. the Honors College. People 
mental honors students who teach in the Honors 
complete a senior thesis or Q: What is unique about College get energized, and 
project, which is the culmi- EMU's Honors College? they take that back to their 
nation of their academic departments and to their 
experience in their chosen A: We started as a program non-honors classes. Similarly, 
discipline. Students who outside of any college, which students use the experiences 
complete both programs of was a very deliberate act. In they have in honors to 
study graduate with that way, we're different than improve the experience of all 
highest honors. most models, which are usu- students at the University. 
ally humanities or liberal It's a symbiotic relationship. 
studies based, and located We're also looking to develop 
within liberal arts or arts and an external honors advisory 
sciences colleges. What we board to help us plan our 
do is unique and it's focused growth and to help us 
on campuswide undergradu- remain innovative. 
James A. Knapp 
James A. Knapp, the interim director of EMLJ's Honors 
College, joined the English department as an assistant professor 
in 1998. His specialties include 16th- and I 7th-centllry English 
poetry and prose, hook illustration, aesthetic theory and the 
relationship between literatllre and the visual arts. He received 
a bachelor's degree in philosophy from Orew University in 
1990, a master's in English literature from Temple University 
in 1 99·1, and a Ph.D. from the University of Rochester in 1998. 
People, Progress & Eastern Michi
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Engagement 
Child's play 
Bringing a playground to life 
EMU students played a large role in the 
opening this fall of a new playground at 
the Hollow Creek public housing complex 
in Ypsilanti. Led by Marti Bombyk, a social 
work professor, EMU students took up the 
challenge about two years ago. Months of 
planning and resident surveys later, a plan 
was handed to the city, which ordered the 
equipment and hired an installer to build 
it based on the EMU plans. About 65 chil­
dren live at Hollow Creek. 
Paint by numbers 
Art's role in regional economy 
The Institute for Community and Regional 
Development 1s working with the Arts 
Alliance of the Ann Arbor Area to deter­
mine the economic impact of arts and 
cultural programming on Washtenaw 
County. ICARD will review attendance, 
expense and revenue data, and provide 
the Alliance a scientific analysis of its 
members' role in the local economy. 
Recent survey data shows that an estimat­
ed 2.3 million people attend area cultural 
events on a yearly basis, and that volun­
teers commit more than 1 00,000 hours 
of time. The overall economic impact of 
the arts in Washtenaw County is estimat­
ed to be $ 1 78 million. 
�easuring 
impact 
EMU's community outreach 
E:u·mplar dl'n>tl'S co,l'ragl' i n  
l·ad1 issul' to E:\ll " 's puhlic 
l'ngagl'ml'nt initiatin·s. Thl' 
pl'opll' and projl'l'h highlight­
l'd rl·prl'sl·nt contributions and 
achil'\ l'll1l'nts fro1n l'l'ntl·rs. 
officl's and inscicutl'S across 
campus. Thl' scoril's sharl' a 
u>1nn1on thl't11l': dl·tnonscracing 
thl· l "ni,l·rsi!\ 's commitml·nc 
to puhlic Sl'r\ in· on hd1alf of 
nonprofit agl'ncil·s, cici,l·ns 
and go, l'rnml·nts. 
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Breast cancer awareness 
Professor's work targets Asian Americans 
A woman in  tears tells researcher Tsu­
Yin Wu that she is so thankful to have 
learned how to do a breast self-exam. 
She found a lump in  her breast that was 
i n  the early stages of cancer. She 
received treatment and is now a sur­
vivor. That was only two months after 
she learned the self-exam technique. 
This type of story tells Wu, an 
Eastern Michigan University associate 
professor of nursing, that her message 
of preventative health care associated 
with breast exams is "getting through." 
"My true reward is to have women 
learn to be self-motivated (about breast 
cancer detection). Breast cancer affects 
al l women and early detection is the key 
to survival," Wu said. 
Wu recently received a $249,096 
grant from the Dallas-based Susan G. 
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation to pro-
"Breast cancer screening is an effective 
early-detection measure, but Asian 
American women are hesitant to see a 
doctor for preventative care," 
Professor Wu said. 
mote breast cancer screening among 
immigrant Asian American women. Wu 
previously conducted a similar study of 
Chinese American women. 
Her goal is to reduce breast cancer 
by educating immigrant women, 40 years 
or older from southeast and southern 
Asia, about health education and breast 
cancer screening practices. 
Immigrant women from the 
Philippines and Vietnam (southeast Asia) 
and India, Bangladesh and Pakistan 
(southern Asia) have unique needs in 
breast cancer screening, Wu said. 
Breast cancer is the most diag­
nosed cancer in Caucasian, African 
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American and Asian American women, 
but unique among Asian Americans is 
the detection timetable. The disease is 
discovered in these women at a much 
later stage, which can be life threaten­
ing, Wu said. In addition, their incidence 
rate for developing breast cancer is six 
times greater than that of women who 
remain in their native countries. 
Understanding cultural barriers and 
the breast cancer screening practices of 
Asian American women and developing 
appropriate programs for them is partic­
ularly important since that population 
has been growing in southeast 
Michigan, Wu said. 
Asian American women need help 
in overcoming language and cultural 
barriers. Without a good command of 
the English language, women aren't 
aware of the recommended cancer 
detection procedures, so mammograms 
are not done, Wu said. 
"Breast cancer screening is an effec­
tive early-detection measure, but Asian 
American women are hesitant to see a 
doctor for preventative care," she said. 
Thanks to the Kamen grant, Wu is 
setting up an interdisciplinary team of 
nurses, doctors and social workers who 
will work together to introduce a cultur­
ally sensitive screening program. 
Team members will ask 
women about their experi­
ences with breast cancer 
screening and services 
provided by the health 
system in their country 
of origin. They also will 
listen for cultural 
taboos such as fear of 
touching oneself dur­
ing a breast exam or 
reluctance to see a 
male doctor. 
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" I  really listen and try to bridge the 
gap. I ask them about their top priority 
in life, which is usually family, and tell 
them to look at the bigger picture," Wu 
said. ''Their families and children are 
depending on them." 
Wu also is setting up a research 
team to work in Washtenaw and 
Oakland counties, and hopes to recruit 
about 1 60 participants from area 
churches and temples, as well as immi­
grant-owned restaurants and grocery 
stores. In the second year, the team will 
conduct counseling and provide educa­
tion. In the final year, there will be fol­
low-up work with each participant. 
By the end of the three-year study, 
Wu hopes to decrease health disparities 
in cancer screening for Asian American 
women by increasing the number of 
women who do monthly self-examina­
tions, get an annual checkup by a doc­
tor and have an annual mammogram. 
Wu, a resident of Ann Arbor, has a 
doctorate in health promotion and risk 
reduction; a master's degree in commu­
nity health in nursing from the 
University of Michigan; and a bachelor's 
degree in nursing from the National 
Yang Ming University in Taiwan. 
As a behavioral scientist, she 
became interested in why people 
exhibit positive behavior. She 
started her research in breast 
cancer with a study of 
Chinese American women and 
cancer screening through the 
National Cancer Institute in 
2000. This study eventually 
led to her current interest in 
Asian American women. 
"Every group has its own 
unique needs and any 
advances in breast cancer 
screening technology are useless 
if women don't overcome the cul­
tural and language barriers to early 
health screening," said Wu. "I'm trying 
my best to help them succeed'.' •!• 
- Carol Anderson 
< Databank > 
Top 10 list 
Fall 2005 enrollment by department, undergraduate 
and graduate ( opening term count) 
Teacher education 
3,057 
University general studies 
2,205 
English 
1 , 17� 
Special education .... 
Business administration 
ffl@ 
School of Nursing 
Communication and theatre arts 
fflj) 
History and philosophy 
Accounting and finance 
Management 
SOURCE: EM Ui Office of 
lmrirurional Research and 
biformation Mnnagemrnt 
Class acts 
Fall 2005 undergraduate enrollment by dass 
(opening term count) 
Senior 
Junior 
3,705 
Sophomore 
3,475 
Freshman 
3,567 
6,460 
I 
SOURCE-EMU) Offiuof 
Institutional Reu11rch mid 
l1,fomu11ion A1n1111gemenl 
Second 
bachelor's 
386 
Teaching 
certification 
593 
� 
Other 
392 
I I 
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Trends 
Duty calls 
Creating responders in schools 
EMU's Center for Regional and National Security (CeRNS) 
received a $968,632 grant this fall from the U.S. Department 
of Homeland Security to train Michigan high school students 
to be first responders in an emergency. 
'These training programs will raise substantially the abil­
ity of our first responders, public officials and citizens to meet 
the challenges we face as a nation to prevent, respond and 
recover from terrorist events and natural disasters," said Matt 
A. Mayer, acting executive director of the federal Office of 
State and Local Government Coordination and Preparedness. 
E X I M l'! A R  
EMU's grant is part of $30 million awarded to 15 organ­
izations for training initiatives. More than 265 organizations 
applied. The funding allows EMU to build on Teen CERT, a 
project started last year at Milan High School, in Milan, Mich. 
Through the grant, EMU emergency management students 
are training school resource officers, who then train students. 
Eventually, the grant will allow the program to reach 20 inter­
mediate school districts and about 4,000 students. 
T he grant was supported by the Michigan 
Association of Intermediate School Administrators, Milan 
Area Schools, the state Department of Military and 
Veterans Affairs, Michigan State Police, and the Michigan 
Community Service Commission. "We want this to 
become second nature, just like 'Stop, drop and roll,"' 
said Gerald "Skip" Lawver, referring to the fire safety pro-
EMU students Nora Gomez (far left) and Nicole Miller practice CPR on a 
mannequin while receiving instructions from EMU student Eboni 
Jenkins and Tony Martin, administrative director of  CeRNS. 
Nadine Strossen, the first woman to lead 
the American Civil Liberties Union, will 
give the Women's History Month keynote 
address March 2 1  in McKenny Union. 
gram taught in schools. "Our hope is to try and develop disaster­
resistant schools, students and families:' School districts will receive 
$ 10,000 to continue the program after the initial training, as well as a 
CPR mannequin and defibrillator. •!• 
- Abby Palmer 
Hitting the big 3-0 
Women's and Gender Studies enters new era 
The Women's and Gender Studies 
Program at EMU hit the big 3-0 this year, 
but its leaders are having no problem 
adjusting to the milestone. In fact, the pro­
gram has an ambitious agenda this year: 
endow its first scholarship, hire its first full­
time professor, continue its evolution from 
program to department, and use its first­
ever advisory board to strengthen commu­
nity outreach and the curriculum. 
As it pursues these goals, the pro­
gram continues to be the only one in 
Michigan offering a master's degree in 
women's studies. And it soon plans to 
leverage that advantage to offer the 
state's first-ever online graduate certifi­
cate in women's and gender studies. 
Perhaps most important, the program -
once known as the Women's Studies 
Program - is sporting a new name: 
Women's and Gender Studies. The 
change was adopted in September to 
more accurately reflect the widening 
fields of coursework available to students. 
"A name change was often discussed 
in the 1990s, and the discussions reflected 
a move nationally in women's studies pro­
grams to bring in gender studies," said 
Linda Schott, who was hired in 2003 as the 
program's first full-time director. 'The name 
change reflects the fact that our curriculum 
is evolving, and that it's not only about 
women but also about sexuality and gen­
der identity. T hat's the new emphasis'.' 
EMU offers one of only 30 master's­
level programs nationally in the field of 
women's studies. Nearly 550 students 
are taking a class in the program; of 
those, 30 are majors, 40 are minors and 
40 are in the graduate program. •!• 
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< Around campus > 
ALL THAT JAZZ 
WEMU turns 40, and plans for future with all-digital music delivery 
You've come a long way, baby. 
WEMU 89.1 FM, Eastern Michigan 
University's public radio station, started in 
1965 as a l 0-watt radio station - original­
ly shoehorned in a television production 
room in the Quirk Building - that was on 
the air only two hours a day. It has evolved 
into a 1 6,000-watt, 24-hour station that is a 
favorite stop for jazz music enthusiasts in 
southeast Michigan. 
WEMU, which has become a prime 
sponsor of many local music festivals over 
time, celebrated its 40 anniversary in 
December. "Even though we're at EMU and 
our primary market is Ann Arbor, Detroit 
thinks EMU is their jazz station," said Linda 
Yohn, an 18-year veteran of WEMU who 
hosts the ·�azz in the Morning" program 
and is the station's program manager and 
music director. 
"In my association with other (radio 
station managers) and what I've heard of 
other stations around the country, this is a 
pretty rare jewel in public radio stations," 
said Art Timko, the station's general manag­
er. 'The N PR president has been here a 
number of times and sees it as special. 
Listeners do, too'.' 
"It's important for people on campus 
WEMU radio personality Linda Yohn, 
who hosts '1au in the Morning," cues up 
the latest jau tune as she broadcasts 
to her listeners. 
to know that our influence extends beyond 
the borders of Ypsilanti and that we're a 
solid, positive ambassador for Eastern in 
other areas," said Molly Motherwell, market­
ing/development director at WEMU. 
When WEMU started as part of a 
broadcasting program in the Department of 
Communication and Theatre Arts, students 
played classical music and taped programs 
from 5-7 p.m. weekdays within a small stu­
dio that was the control room for the televi­
sion production. Those hours were avail­
able because that was the only time broad­
cast majors weren't using the audiovisual 
console equipment, Timko said. Within a 
year or two, the fledgling station moved to 
another wing of Quirk. 
By 1969, WEMU applied for a power 
increase that would take the station from 
l O to 16,000 watts. However, due to 
Federal Communications Commission's 
rules as well as airwave conflicts with the 
University of Michigan and local radio and 
television stations, WEMU was not able to 
amp up until Oct. 1 6, l 977. The station was 
able to do so using a directional signal, one 
that would not conflict with the University of 
Michigan's station and limited power 
toward Detroit in an effort to protect signals 
from Canadian radio stations, Timko said. 
During 1 977, another major milestone 
occurred: WEMU became a member of 
National Public Radio. 
While waiting for that wattage 
increase, the station increased its broad­
cast hours to 1 9  a day after it moved to 
its permanent King Hall location in the 
fall of 1 974. The station's evolution con­
tinued, in part thanks to Congressman 
John Dingell (D-Mich.). In the late 
1 970s, Dingell was part of a group of 
legislators who established the 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting 
(CPB). The CPB's role was to provide 
grant money to university or college 
radio stations that would help stations 
transform into full-fledged community 
radio stations. To qualify, these stations 
had to meet certain conditions, including 
broadcasting at least 18 hours per day 
year-round and having at least five full­
time employees. 
WEMU qualified. By this time, it was 
on the air from 6 a.m.-1 a.m., or 1 9  hours. 
Today, WEMU raises more than 
$500,000 annually from its combined 
pledge drives to cover operating expenses 
and consistently receives the highest 
amount of funding from EMU's annual fac­
ulty/staff campaign, Motherwell said. 
WEMU's evolution also includes 
advances in technology. 
In 2004, with the aid of a CPB grant, 
the station was the first public radio station 
in Michigan to broadcast in high-definition 
(HD) radio. HD combines analog signal­
generation with digital transmission on the 
same frequency. In addition to improved 
sound, listeners with an HD radio receiver 
in their car receive data-streaming informa­
tion - an artist's name, song title, weather 
and traffic reports. The standard car radio 
will deliver only the station's call letters. 
Also, the technology will accommodate a 
service where listeners can record a pro­
gram and listen to it later. •!• 
- Ron Podell 
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Global 
Home in 
America 
Easing the transition 
What's it really like to leave home and enroll 
in an international university? Recent EMU 
graduate Stefanie Baier decided to research 
that topic for her master's thesis, and she 
had only to look within herself to gather 
much of her information. Baier, who gradu­
ated in December with a master's degree in 
educational psychology, knows firsthand 
that the experience can be lonely and 
downright confusing. 
"In my country, when someone says 
'How are you?' they really want to know 
about you," she said. "I couldn't figure out 
why here I would start talking and people 
would go back to reading their paper:' 
Baier was a teacher in her native 
Graz, Austria, when she came to the 
United States to work as an au pair. After 
a few years, she decided to enroll in a 
graduate program in education, but need­
ed to add to her Austrian teaching creden­
tials before enrolling. Not able to figure 
out what to take and how to go about it 
from either country, she instead enrolled 
f 'C E J\l l' L AR 
at a community college. There, she 
learned about EM U's Bridge Program, 
which is for students who earned three­
year bachelor's degree in countries where 
that credential is not equivalent to a four­
year bachelor's degree at a U.S. institu­
tion. "The program is exactly what I want­
ed to further my studies in," Baier said. 
While taking a class on international 
and multicultural issues in the teaching 
field, Baier decided to research how inter-
Middle East interests 
Emeritus professor explores lobbyists' role 
Janice Terry, an emeritus professor of his­
tory at EMU, was forced to use some 
back channels in researching her newest 
book, U.S. Foreign Policy in the Middle 
East: The Role of Lobbies and Special 
Interest Groups (Pluto Press, 2005). The 
difficulty in accessing information was 
especially relevant, since her book focus­
es on the role that lobbyists wield in 
shaping U.S. policy, and the role U.S. pol­
icymakers play in obscuring the impact of 
that influence, in part by sealing records 
as classified. 
"Special-interest and lobby groups try 
to influence what the United States does in 
the Middle East," Terry said. "Lobbyists and 
special interests have an impact but it may 
not be what we (citizens) want. Their goal 
is to get a law in their favor'.' 
Through case studies, Terry explains 
how policies were made and what role, if 
any, lobbyists and pressure groups played 
in influencing U.S. policies. "The dynamics 
are interesting and the techniques are the 
same as 20 years ago - just sped up," 
she said. 
Terry taught modern Middle East histo­
ry for 37 years before retiring. She is the for­
mer editor of the Arab Studies Quarterly. In 
June, she travels to Jordan for a conference 
where she will present a paper on media 
and lobbying. She also plans to write an 
extension of her current book, but focused 
on Iraq. And she will be one of five EMU 
editors for a seven -volume encyclopedia on 
the history of the world. •!• 
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Stefanie Baier's research has alerted 
EMU's Office of International Students to 
some issues of concern, such as the role 
gender plays in assimilation. 
national students adapt to the culture 
shock of coming to America. "International 
students are constantly trying to figure out 
where they want to be, and where they 
want to stand," she said. "You don't fully fit 
in here, and you also change and don't 
completely fit in back home'.' 
Susan Sohn, a specialist in EMU's 
Office of International Students, heard Baier 
speak at the 2004 Graduate Research Fair, 
and asked her to put together a presentation 
for students, staff and faculty, which Baier 
then gave several times in the fall. The 
research alerted the OIS to several issues of 
concern, including the role gender plays in 
assimilation. 'We have approximately 900 
international students," Sohn said. "It's hard­
er to adjust than most people think'.' 
Baier is now looking for a job in her 
field that fits the strict requirements of the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service. "For 
now, I can only work a certain amount of 
hours, but I still want to stay. I'd like to utilize 
what I've learned in schools here," she said. 
Reflecting on her research, Baier said 
she just wanted to learn how others coped 
with the shock of joining a new culture. 
"Each time I interviewed students for my 
thesis, they just wanted to keep on talking 
and talking about how they felt, and I real­
ized there was a need for this work'.' •!• 
- Kathleen Shields 
Critical Thinking TACTICS 
for Nurses, by M. Gaie 
Rubenfeld and Barbara 
K. Scheffer (Ed.D. 'O 1 ). 
The authors are registered 
nurses and employed by 
EMU's School of Nursing: 
Scheffer as a professor, 
Rubenfeld as an associate 
professor. A user-friendly 
manual focused on the 
day-t o -day realities of 
learning, implementing 
and evaluating critical 
thinking in nursing. 
Jones and Bartlett 
Publishers, Inc., 
Sudbury, Mass. 
$49.95, softcover 
Apothecary, by Carla Gibson (B.S.N. 
'77). This novel is the second in the 
"Erin Tyler Medical Mystery Series'.' 
Gibson is a longtime daily writer 
whose career as a registered nurse 
is reflected in her main character, 
Dr. Erin Tyler. Tyler's rock-star 
boyfriend, Steve 
Robinson, lets 
Gibson have fun 
with her lifelong 
devotion to 
concert-going. 
PageFree Publishing, 
Inc., Otsego, Mich. 
$25.95, hardcover 
First-Job Survival Guide: How to Thrive and 
Advance in Your New Career, by Diane C. Decker, 
Victoria A. Hoevemeyer (M.S. '85) and Marianne 
Rowe-Dimas. Practical advice for recent graduates or 
anybody heading into the business world for the first 
time. The book contains stories, checklists, self-tests 
and guidelines for surviving and thriving in that 
first job and beyond. 
JIST Works, Indianapolis, Ind. 
$ 1 2.95, softcover 
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< Authors, Authors > 
HIGH-IMPACT 
INTERVIEW 
QUESTIONS 
High-Impact Interview 
Questions: 701 Behavior­
Based Questions to Find 
the Right Person for Every 
Job, by Victoria A. 
Hoevemeyer (M.S. '85). 
Interviewing methods to 
help employers uncover 
truly useful information 
from job candidates. 
Hoevemeyer is an 
independent consultant 
with more than 20 years 
701 Behavior-Based Questions 
to Find the Right Person for Every Job 
of experience in 
organizational and 
leadership development. 
AMACOM Books, New York 
$ 1 7.95, softcover 
Learmng aOOut U1polu 01.j(lrdu and Cornmumtv 
Darcy Daisy and the Firefly 
Festival : Learning about 
Bipolar Disorder and 
Community, by Lisa Lewandowks1 
and Shannon M.B. Trost 
(B.S. '93). Trost is a freelance 
editor and mother in Michigan, 
who used her background in 
psychology to co-author this 
book that helps children 
understand bipolar disorder. 
First Page Publications, 
The Jewel Box Book: Livonia, Mich. 
The Definitive Guide to $9.95, softcover 
American Art Metal Jewelry 
Boxes 1 900-1925, by Joanne Victorie Wiertella (B.F.A. '73). 
Wiertella lives in Dexter, Mich., and has more than 20 years of 
experience in researching and collectin� antique _jewel boxes. 
Her other artistic activities include weaving, pa1nt1ng, designing 
costumes and needlework projects. J-Victorie Books, Dexter, Mich. 
$42, hardcover; $30, softcover 
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Updates 
Giving back 
EMU Hillel contin­
ues to increase its 
visibility. The num­
ber of programs 
offered this fall was 
up 40 percent from 
2004. Highlights included its co-sponsor­
ship of campus visits by Lily Tomlin and 
"Super Size Me" filmmaker Morgan 
Spurlock, and the growth of FYSH, its 
program for first-year Jewish students. 
Education momentum 
Vernon C .  Polite, the 
new dean of EMU's 
College of Education, 
maintained a busy fall 
schedule, as he put 
in place the first in a 
series of in itiatives 
designed to raise the 
college to new heights. Among other 
moves, he created the position of spe­
cial assistant to the dean for sponsored 
programs to help faculty identify support 
Jose Valderrama left school 10 years ago 
to work as an emergency room 
technician. He decided to return for a 
degree and graduated in December from 
EMU's School of Nursing. 
I· XE \.1 1' I AR 
from corporations and foundations for 
research projects. And he organized a 
Jan. 20 conference with faculty and staff 
to discuss continuous improvement as it 
relates to accreditation. 
Word of mouth 
The fall has been 
anything but slow for 
The LINGUIST List at 
EMU, the electronic 
nexus for the aca­
demic field of linguis-
tics. Since our fall 
ID]�__.;:;. 
story, the LINGUIST staff has launched 
the Web site of the Linguistic Society of 
America; conducted a workshop on a 
new project to geospatially display infor­
mation on global languages; and started 
work on Multi-Tree, its newest grant -driven 
project aimed at creating a digital library 
of information about language relation­
ships. In January, nine LINGUIST List staff 
members attended the Linguistic Society 
of American meeting and presented 
updates on recent projects. 
Coming up: 
A look at the next 
issue of Exemplar 
In our next issue, we'll talk to some of 
EMU's newest graduates about their 
undergraduate experience, the road in 
l ife they took to get to EMU, and what 
their hopes and aspirations are for life 
after college. We'll also ask them to 
share words of wisdom to the students 
still pursuing their degrees. 
Return to Learn 
EMU embraces higher-education in itiative 
Citizens across southeast Michigan are get­
ting a chance to finish or even start a col­
lege degree under EMU's Return to Learn 
initiative. The program launched this fall and 
is part of a statewide effort to increase the 
number of degree- holding residents in 
Michigan. 
To get out the word, EMU created a 
Web site - www.returntolearn.org - and 
conducted open houses in the region. 
The goal is to create more citizens 
like Jose Valderrama, a 38-year-old hus­
band and father who left school l O years 
ago to work as an emergency room tech­
nician. His friends and a mentor, who 
was an EMU graduate, saw his potential 
and encouraged him to consider a nurs­
ing career. He returned to EMU and 
graduated from the School of Nursing in 
December. He will continue working in 
the emergency room of an area hospital 
but in a new capacity - as a registered 
nurse. He considers his education an 
investment in his family's future. 
"It is critical that the entire EMU com­
munity supports this initiative because 
learning and degree attainment is not time­
limited," said Lynnette Findley, executive 
director of strategic enrollment outreach for 
EMU. "More importantly, we have to begin 
to adjust to the changing job markets that 
will drive our economy, which will no longer 
depend on jobs in the auto industry and 
other manufacturing-related positions'.' 
Michigan Gov. Jennifer M. Granholm 
announced the Return to Learn initiative in 
November as an effort to double the num­
ber of college graduates. Michigan is above 
the national average for the percent of 
adults having some college credit but no 
degree. Getting these people back in the 
classroom is vital to Michigan's economic 
growth and public prosperity, Gov. 
Granholm said. •:• 
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< My Turn > 
Gary Evans 
For 42 years, EMU has offered spiritual, intellectual enrichment 
In January 1 964, less than two months after 
the death of John F. Kennedy, I entered a 
classroom at Eastern Michigan University as 
an instructor. Since I had just started working 
on my master's degree at the University of 
Michigan, I felt like a very fortunate young 
man. Teaching wasn't what I intended to do 
with my life, but it would be a job that paid 
the bills until my master's degree was fin­
ished. My father had told me on many occa­
sions, "Never be a teacher or a preacher'.' To 
him, real success was in making lots of 
money as an executive in some company. 
To him "being rich" was very important. 
Someone has said that life is what 
happens while you are making other plans. 
After being at EMU about three months, I 
started to feel sad when I thought about 
moving on to some other career. How 
could I possibly leave something I found as 
energizing as teaching at EMU? Could my 
life be as happy doing something other 
than what I was now doing, even if I was 
making a lot more money? 
In 1 964, almost all of the 5,000 or so 
students were working on teaching degrees, 
not necessarily because they wanted to 
teach but because they knew that if they 
couldn't find something exciting to do with 
their lives, they could always teach. Young 
women felt no embarrassment in saying 
that their main goal at EMU was to get an 
"MRS" degree. These same young women 
accepted the fact that they would be locked 
in their residence hall at 10 p.m. during the 
week and at midnight on weekends. 
The mid and late '60s brought a lot of 
change to campus. Students were becoming 
more active protesting the Vietnam War and 
fighting for civil rights. The Washtenaw 
Sheriff's Department was spending more 
and more time at EMU, and at one point in 
the late 1960s, Gov. William Milliken 
declared martial law on the campus. 
We were in the midst of exciting times 
at EMU and I felt energized by all the 
change. Students were changing and Eastern 
was changing. Some students were continu­
ing to prepare for teaching careers, but many 
others were looking for jobs in other parts of 
the society. The student population and the 
campus were growing. This is when Pray­
Harrold and Mark Jefferson were built. 
By the '70s, I knew I had found my 
family and my home at EMU. Diversity was 
becoming a fact of life on campus. A Black 
Studies program had been established 
through the efforts of many African American 
students and a few faculty members. 
Women's Studies became a program within 
the College of Arts and Sciences. I was teach­
ing students from around the world. In every 
office in the University, I saw people going 
out of their way to assist in educating stu­
dents and building a great institution. 
Meanwhile, hundreds of trips between 
Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor had resulted not 
only in a master's degree but a Ph.D. as 
well. I also became a father to two wonder­
ful children, both of whom eventually grad­
uated from EMU. 
For more than 40 years, Eastern has 
provided many opportunities for me to be 
involved in things I would never have 
dreamed possible when I was young. 
Through the University Honors College, I 
was able to take students on wilderness 
learning experiences to Isle Royale, the 
Canadian Rockies and Yellowstone National 
Park. Through the University's division of 
continuing education, I taught classes in 
Gaylord, Traverse City, Washington, D.C., 
Switzerland, Australia, New Zealand and 
Hawaii. Through the campus life program, I 
participated in freshman orientation, leader­
ship camp and educational field trips. I 
became an honorary member of the 
Student Ambassadors program. 
I see the impact that Eastern Michigan 
students have in our state, our country and 
our world. In education, business, law, med­
icine and the arts, I am aware of the role 
played by our graduates. 
As I look back, I don't think my dad was 
aware that education could provide the kind 
of riches I have found at EMU. Some time 
ago, I found this quotation: "A man isn't old 
until regrets take the place of dreams'.' I 
know I am indeed fortunate to have spent 
the major part of my life at a place that has 
fulfilled so many dreams for me and has left 
me with so few regrets. 
Since those early days, I have changed 
physically and intellectually. I have a new 
valve in my heart and two titanium joints 
where hip bones used to be. My hair is gray 
and there are many lines on my face. I give 
"grandfatherly" rather than "fatherly'' advice. 
Some 40 years later, I am still walking many 
of the same old sidewalks as well as many 
new ones. The dream and the joy are still 
here for me. It's hard to imagine life without 
being in the classroom with the students. 
For so many years , students have left 
their imprints on my life and their thoughts 
in my mind. Because of them, I have 
spent my life here teaching and learning. 
Because of students, colleagues, alumni 
and friends that have shared their lives, I 
will always feel like one of the luckiest 
men in the world to have spent my life 
here at Eastern Michigan University. •!• 
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he first time Annette Baron 
picked up a glassblowing pipe, she knew 
that someday she would have to build her own studio. Thar was in 1989, 
and at the rime she was looking for a career change. "l was a musician - a 
trombone player - in Decroir, and I seemed to be playing more and more 
weddings," she said. 
Baron had always been i nterested in glass, but never acted on it because the 
combination of her schedule and existing srndio locations made it very difficult 
to find a place to learn. But, she found a class at the Toledo Museum of Art and 
enrolled. "I wanted to come back the day after my first class," she said. 
For the next nine years, she srndied and practiced her craft, and evemually 
began selling her own creations. "That whole time, though, my goal was to build 
my own studio." In 1998, after finding a location in Ypsilanti on Railroad Street 
overlooking EMU's campus, she did. "[ have some friends who are artists in 
Ypsilami, and I knew that it was going to become a great place for artists. I fell 
in love with this place rhe minute I saw it." 
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Jungle Java in Canton, led by 
entrepreneur Denise Mehl, is 
a combination playground 
for kids and cafe for adults. 
Its owners have hired an 
EMU master's degree 
student to help it explore 
franchising opportunities. 
Today, Baron Glassworks provides glassblowing 
courses and equipment for a steady scream of artists, 
retirees, students and even a banker or two. Still , the 
demands of owning a small business were much greater 
chan she anticipated. ··r expected rhe hours," she said. "I 
anticipated being broke. What I was nor prepared for was 
char the owner is pulled in so many directions. Jr's nor 
j ust making your arr and selling your arr. Ir's more about 
keeping all che balls up in che air. Ir was rough." 
Until Denise Tanguay, a management professor and 
the associate dean of EMU's College of Business, and 
Shirley Wentz, the administrative secretary in the dean's 
office, signed up for a glassblowing class. They cold Baron 
about EMU's Center for Entrepreneurship and, with the 
help of COB professors and scudents, things are going 
much berrer. "I have a graduate student right now who is 
adding feacures rn my Web sire. A second student is help­
ing me with efficiency planning. Another is codifying all 
the different manuals I use. We're going rn scare working 
on an instructional manual at some point - nor just in 
print bur in video. I can't cell you how much it has all 
helped. Except now, I need more space," laughs Baron. 
Partnerships between higher education and entrepre­
neurs - chose brave souls who recognize or have a good 
business idea, and rhen find a way rn make it happen - are 
becoming more common every day. While there have 
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always been "angel" invesrnrs and organizations like the 
U.S. Small Business Admin istration available for chem to 
cum rn, entrepreneurs increasingly are being referred to 
universities i n  order co cake advantage of research capabil­
ities, che expertise of faculty, and the enthusiasm and fresh 
ideas of students. 
Making a d ifference 
EMU faculty, staff and students have been helping 
entrepreneurs in numerous ways since che relaunch of 
the Center for Entrepreneurship in 2000. The center 
received an endowment rn promote entrepreneurial 
development on cam pus about 10 years ago, bu c i r 
became inactive when a key stakeholder left the 
University. Management professor Pradeep Chowdhry, 
who reaches entrepreneurship, strategy and internation­
al management, approached Earl Porter, then dean of the 
college, with the idea to relaunch the center. He and fel­
low faculty members had been receiving requests for 
graduates with entrepreneurial skills from companies 
char heavily recrui t  EMU graduates. 
"Detroit has a very high Growth Company Index," 
Chowdhry said. "Thar means chis is a good location to 
launch and build high-growth companies. They need 
employees char can chink as they do - and we want chem 
to be from EMU." 
If you're an entrepreneur 
with an idea, or an existing 
business owner looking to build 
your business, contact Richard King 
at 734.487.0490. If you are interested 
in a partnership with EMU students 
majoring in entrepreneurship, 
contact Pradeep Chowdhry at 
pradeep.chowdhry@ 
emich.edu. 
I '-: I  M l'!  '\ R  
A glance ac today's headl ines underscores che chang­
i ng nawre of che aucomocive i nduscry and che need foe 
radical change i n  che way soucheasc Michigan swdencs 
approach imeraccions wich employers, Chowdhry said. 
"Ir is almosc a spiriwal underraki ng,  extracting chem 
from their comfort zone," he said. "There have been 
i mmense changes in the last five years, and it will  cont in­
ue for the next four co five years." But EMU's swdents 
are being well prepared for these challenges, he said. 
Since i ts relaunch,  the cemer has received $62,000 i n  
grants from the Mich igan Economic Development 
Corporation, enabling i t  co ride an emrepreneurial wave 
fueled by the creation of Cool Cities, Smart Zones and 
ew Enterprise Forums in it iatives. Each project repre­
sems a group or organization that focuses on collecting 
the funds, land or i nnovation necessary to get new 
Michigan businesses up and run n i ng. Each is a resource 
for or a reci piem of programs and services of the cemer, 
such as conferences, evems and speakers. 
The center also has been busy revamping, add ing co 
and sometimes creat i n g  emrepreneurship education 
oppottun i  ries. Such opporcun i  ties i nclude developmenr 
of coursework for EMU's business-related majors and 
m i nors; the MBA degree with an enrrepreneurship spe­
cial i zarion; and the graduate cerci ficare i n  enrrepreneur-
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ship. Ir also lends a hand to che Enrrepreneurs Club, a 
student-run group on campus. 
"All of rhe College of Business encrepreneurship in i ­
tiatives are a top priority," said David Mielke, the dean of 
the Col lege of Business. "The U.S. Small Business 
Adminiscrarion has idenrified chat small-business owners 
wi l l  creace nearly rwo-d,irds of che new jobs nacionally. 
We have co prepare our swdencs for chose kinds of jobs." 
That preparation is now part of the college's curricu­
lum-bui ld ing process. As faculcy and adm i nistrators 
review what coursework and programming co create, 
they think specifically abouc the needs of the i ndustry 
sectors char EMU graduaces will be h i red i n  co. "Whac 
kinds of competencies will students need, first, co seep 
i nto these kinds of small companies and, second, co be 
che small-business owners chemselves1" Mielke asked. 
lc's nor just general managemenr capabi l i t ies char 
College of Business faculty are concerned about, eicher. 
"San j ib  Choudhury is doing culwral entrepreneurship 
research right now," Mie lke said. "He's looki ng at how 
d ifferent ethnic groups approach and run their busi­
nesses. And si nce many smal l businesses are family­
owned and operated, whac is rhe role of fam i ly-succes­
sion plann ing?  How can we help families keep success­
ful busi nesses going 1 " 
Business is all tamil 
Father and daughter Doward Freeman and Saundra Freeman were 
members of the SBTDC's most recent 1 2-week NXLevel course. The 
Freemans' business, Centerline Die and Engineering in Warren, Mich., is 
just the type of business the course was created to help. They have been 
in business for five years, and are doing well, but are looking for ways to 
grow and expand to the next level. 
Doward Freeman worked for Chrysler for nearly 35 years, retiring on a 
Friday in October of 2000 and starting as president of Centerline Die the fol­
lowing Monday. Despite the quick move, he had been planning the move 
from employee to entrepreneur with the help of two partner/investors for 
awhile. With 5 l percent of the ownership, Freeman says his challenge is in 
having all the responsibilities. "Now I'm responsible for the customers, the 
25 employees and the suppliers," he said. 'When it works, it's a great feel­
ing of accomplishment'.' 
Doward said that he's very happy with their growth, but is concerned 
about the global challenges facing automotive suppliers. "They are more evi­
dent now," he said. 
Enter daughter Saundra, who joined the company after working in 
home health care. Saundra's official position is office manager, but now that 
she has the entrepreneurial bug, she spends a lot of extra time looking for 
ways to help the company grow. One of those ideas came from Wanda 
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Whar Mielke and his faculry conrinuously advocare 
is rhar al l  EMU srudenrs musr learn ro rhrive in rapidly 
changing economies, especial ly rhe one found in sourh­
easr Michigan. "The courses are nor on ly for business sru­
clenrs. We have arrisrs who want ro open their own gal­
leries, and occupational therapy sruclenrs who wanr ro 
start their own pracrices," Mielke added. "Businesses are 
i ncreasingly asking their employees ro develop new prod­
uces and idenrify opportunit ies within the company. it's 
whar some cal l  ' inrrapreneurship."' 
Chowdhry plans ro use rhe Cenrer for Enrrepreneur­
ship ro position EMU as a regional entrepreneurship cat­
alyse by using l i nks with orher academic departments 
and centers on campus concerned wirh new products, 
developments and rechnologies. They inc lude centers in  
rhe col leges of  Technology, Arcs and Sciences and Heald, 
and H uman Services. "To Pradeep's great credir ,"  Mielke 
said, "he is bringing rogether areas on campus wirh high 
enrrepreneurial promise. He is crearing a network for 
local entrepreneurs, and great training for scudems." 
For instance, a local plumbing company owner had an 
idea for a berrer U Trap, the U-shaped section of pipe rhar 
prevents sewer gas carrying unpleasant odors from enter­
i ng a home. The owner contacted the center, and 
Chowdhry direcred him ro the Center for Product and 
or father, daughter 
Harper, the director of professional development for the Michigan Minority 
Business Development Council. Harper encouraged the Freemans to take 
the NXLevel class offered by the SBTDC. 
"What often happens to entrepreneurs is that they are so engrossed in 
the day-to-day running of the operation that they don't have time to ana­
lyze it," Harper said. 'Tue NXLevel class forces them to reflect. They also are 
exposed to a number of resources they might not have been aware of. This 
is the fifth time I've encouraged a group of our clients to take the class. The 
reason I keep doing it is that they have all found it to be very valuable. It 
keeps getting better and better'.' 
When the Freemans hesitated at the time commitment, Harper told 
them to "look at it as a map to get us where we wanted to go," Saundra 
said. During the class, the Freemans revisited their business and marketing 
plans, and came out with a new plan of action. "It was a little more work 
than we anticipated," Doward said, "but it was well worth it'.' 
One of things Saundra is committed to doing for their small business is 
creating a network they can easily tum to for information and support, 
whether it is human resource or industry-related. 'We have an opportunity to 
keep in contact with all these people," she said, referring to the 20 other 
small-business owners in the class. "Now, it's a local support team'.' •:• 
- Kathleen Shields 
Research Development (CPRD) i n  rhe Col lege of 
Technology. Researchers there made a prorotype of the 
part, which may soon be manufacrured in Michigan. 
"Thar's something thar mosr likely would have been sent 
overseas," Mielke said. Earlier this year, an entrepreneur 
from Canton Township, Mich., began sel l ing her per-exer­
cise my on QVC, rhe cable-shopping channel. The proro­
rype for rhat produce was developed by rhe CPRD. 
Honor  ro l l  
The emrepreneurial spirit sweeping EMU gor rhe notice 
of edirors ar Entreprene11r magazine. This year, rhe maga­
zine included EMU in irs third annual lisring of U.S .  col­
leges rhat srudents i nteresred in an entrepreneurship edu­
cation mighr want ro consider. 
David Newron ,  a professor of entrepreneurial finance 
ar Wesrmont College in Sama Barbara, Calif., is rhe 
founder and president of TechKnowledge Point Corp., a 
new-venture research firm rhar compiles and analyzes the 
data for rhe m agazine's rankings. "This year, we added 
some addirions ro rhe ranking's variables," Newron said. 
"New course titles were added as entrepreneurship educa­
rion offerings expanded. Adjuncr professors - rypically 
experienced entrepreneurs from ourside academ ia - were 
counted as faculry." 
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Ic all added up to  EMU's program earning a Top 10  
spot in  che Entrepreneurship Emphasis category, not bad 
for its first year in consideration. It also helps explain why 
more than 100 students are either majoring or minoring 
in entrepreneurship studies at EMU. 
Members of the Entrepreneurs Club mer with the 
magazine's staff while attending the 2004 conference of 
the Collegiate Entrepreneur's Organization. The club's 
faculty adviser, management professor Leonard Sholtis, 
accompanied them to the conference. ''They did a presen­
tation on scarring, building and maintaining student 
entrepreneurial activity," Sholtis said. "The editors were 
impressed after talking to chem, and later called chem for 
an official interview." 
Kory Scheiber, the club's president, graduated in 
December with a bachelor's degree in business adminis­
tration in entrepreneurship. His experience at EMU led to 
a job as a project manager with Air Gage, Co., based in 
Livonia, Mich. Although "crying co survive in the auco 
industry, especially as a supplier, is nor an easy cask," he 
feels confident that he has the skills co find solutions co 
the problems that crop up everyday. 
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A popular resource is the NXLevel Entrepreneurial Training Program, 
which recently conducted a series of classes at EMU-Livonia. The 
participants (and EMU SBTDC officials) included, from left: 
Tharron Hill, Harold Lasenby, Wendy Thomas (EMU SBTDC), 
Wendy Graham, Stan Goff (EMU SBTDC), J.V. de la Fuente, 
Stephanie Tower, Will Hunt, Will Davis, Patricia Salo (EMU SBTDC), 
Tammy Emlaw, Doward Freeman, Christine Galli, David Emlaw, 
Saundra Freeman, Heidi Sampson, Wanda Harper and Richard King 
(EMU SBTDC). Harper was representing the the 
Michigan Minority Business Development Council. 
"There is always a line chat separates school-world 
and work-world," Scheiber said. "Sometimes the line is  
wide and sometimes it is  narrow. Sometimes it is clear 
and sometimes it is blurry. Being able co walk chat line 
rakes confidence and understanding. Through my 
involvement (in the Entrepreneurs Club), I have learned 
co spot the trends that indicate a shift in che line's prop­
erties. With chis understanding, I have the confidence 
co stand up for an idea - no matter which side of the 
line ic resides - and say, 'This is  a good idea.' I have 
learned the foundation of successful entrepreneurs: how 
co spot a good, solid idea.'' 
Noc only does Scheiber plan co scare a business, he 
already has several ideas in development. 
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"I JUST KNEW, 
ALWAYS, THAT I WAS 
GOING TO OPEN A 
RESTAURANT."  
I n  the real worl d 
About 40 miles from Baron Glassworks is one of downtown 
Detroit's newest hot spots, around the corner from 
Compuware Corp. headquarters. 
When Vicente Vazquez opened the restaurant in the 
spring of 2005, he realized a dream he has had since he was 
1 .4. He is quick to point ouc, however, that becoming an 
entrepreneur and wanting to become an entrepreneur are 
cwo very different things. "I never understood the word 
entrepreneur until I took the class at the SBTDC," he said. 
The SBTDC is the acronym for the Michigan Small 
Business and Technology Development Center. Partially 
funded by the U.S. Small Business Administration, the 
Michigan Economic Development Corporation (MEDC) 
and its regional host sites, the SBTDC has 1 2  regional head­
quarters statewide that provide low- and no-cost training, 
business-plan assistance and other services for entrepreneurs 
and small businesses in all 83 counties of Michigan. 
EMU's College of Business is the host for this region 
and operates or provides operational oversight to eight 
SBTDC locations. The locations include the regional host 
office in rhe Gary M. Owen College of Business building in 
downtown Ypsilanti; the regional office in midtown 
Detroit, and sacellice offices at Schoolcraft College and 
Walsh College, as well as in Sourhgare, Monroe, Pontiac and 
Ease Decroic .  
All together, the staff ac these locations helped 824 
businesses by providing more than 4,500 hours of consult­
ing support last year. And through its series of business­
building and development classes, the SBTDC reached 
another 1 ,600 participants in 1 7 5  classes. 
Richard King, the regional direcror, said chat recenc 
accencion on che needs of these kinds of businesses is long 
overdue. "Small-business owners have and will continue to 
drive Michigan's economy," he said. "The SBTDC has sup­
ported these businesses for che lase 22 years, and now we are 
getting lots of help from great partners." 
In August, che SBTDC honored 20 oucstanding south­
east Michigan small businesses, which were among the 
"Michigan 50 to Watch" honored earlier this year in 
Lmsing, Mich. The Edward Lowe Foundation, an organiza­
tion that supports entrepreneurship in companies that have 
passed the initial startup stage and seem destined for rapid 
growth, selected the companies. Each company received a 
framed plaque that included a letter from Michigan Gov. 
Jennifer M. Granholm. 
King and his staff members want nothing more than ro 
add ro the list of success stories. 'Typically, such companies 
have annual revenues between $ 1  million ro $50 million 
and provide the bulk of new sustainable jobs. These compa­
nies are the superstars," King said. To add to their list, they 
watch for would-be entrepreneurs like Vicente Vazquez. 
"We sent him to a business-planning seminar program 
as soon as we met him," King said. 
The next generat ion of superstars 
Some SBTDC cliencs come i n  off the street looking for 
help wich running a home-based business; some want 
help taking an existing business to rhe Web; and some, 
like Vazquez, come in with an idea, savings and location 
in mind. "Before prospective small-business owners like 
Vazquez can apply for loans chat are guaranteed by che 
Small Business Administration, it helps co have their 
business plans reviewed by our organization," King said. 
"Sometimes, we help chem avoid a mistake chat can be 
the difference between real izing cheir dream or having 
co give it  up." 
Because he lives in Detroit, Vazquez wenc ro EMU's 
Decroit office, where he mer with Wendy Thomas, the asso­
ciate regional director. "When we looked ac Vicente's busi­
ness plan, the building he hoped for was just a shell in 
downtown Decroic," Thomas said. "We made some changes 
to his financials, made some recommendations, got him inco 
a class and used some of our contacts downcown to help 
Vicente more folly secure the building." 
Thomas said chat banks are particularly cautious when 
it comes to granting loans for restaurants, so she pointed ouc 
some ways Vazquez could scruccure his plan so he could go 
in with a better chance of coming ouc wich funds. 
"We all learned, and we all rejoiced when Vicence's 
opened," she added. "His SBTDC classmates wanted to wait 
until he opened the restauranc and then have a little gradu­
ation party. Bue che best thing is, chey all still meet and calk, 
and ask each other for advice, and that support is what will 
keep a small business from going under." 
The Vazquez family came to the United Stares from 
Cuba in 1967. Vicente Vazquez started in che restaurant 
business ac 1 9, enlisted in the Army and stayed for nine 
years, and from then on was an engineer at DTE Energy. 
"When I left DTE, I figure I was making, in all, about 
$85 an hour, 40 to 45 hours a week," he said. He then 
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Small-business owners have and will 
continue to drive the state economy. 
sweeps his arms open co encompass 
che lunch crowd ac his rescauranc, che 
busy servers and the parquet dance 
floor char is filled every Saturday night 
with fans of the salsa lessons Vicence's 
offers. " ow, it's hundreds of hours a 
week at about, maybe, minimum 
wage," he laughs. "Bue co do chis, 
wich my mother, Maria, as the chef -
my sons and their friends help our 
where they're needed - co live down­
town and give jobs co people who live 
downtown, chis is family. This is what 
che Cuban experience is all abouc." 
"I just knew, always, chat I was 
going co open a rescauranc so chat my 
family and I could share a happy 
Cuban experience wich our adopted 
hometown, Detroit," Vazquez said. 
of several comfortable couches. 
While many parents in che area call 
ic cheir sanity saver, what Mehl 
likes besc is char parents or grand­
parents often are up in the cubes 
and going down che slides with 
their children. 
I t  s J U n  ,le. r ut the e 
King, Chowdhry, Thomas and 
Mielke are firm in cheir belief chac 
"Many of che chings I strongly 
believe in are rolled inco our opera­
tion," Mehl said. For instance, she 
has been asked "hundreds of rimes" 
for wireless Internee access, televi­
sion screens and to have pizza and 
French fries added to che menu of 
coffees, sandwiches, bagels, juices 
and kid-friendly yogurt, fruit and 
cheese. "We're so busy we're losing 
che ability to have good, fun rimes 
with our kids. I don't wane parencs 
working while they're here. I <lon'c 
wa nc to be fas c food. This year, the magazine included EMU in its 
third annual listing of U.S. colleges that 
students interestecl in an entrepreneurship 
education might want to consider. 
"Sometimes sirring and talking 
for 1 5  minutes wi ch ocher parents 
can recharge a mom's batteries 
enough chat the whole family benefits," she said. 
there is no magic background or per-
sonal icy inherent co entrepreneurial success. "Yes, success­
ful entrepreneurs share certain characteristics, but they are 
more tied co things like ability co save money, determina­
tion and a willingness co work long hours," Thomas said. 
"Business skills can be caught," King said. "We believe 
chat. We've seen people walk in with a great idea and nor 
much else, and chey learn what they need co make ic happen. 
On che ocher hand, we also believe chat there are terrific nat­
ural-born business people, like our client who opened an 
indoor play center and coffee shop, Denise Mehl." 
Mehl and her husband decided co scare cheir own busi­
ness after rerurning to Michigan from a work assignment 
overseas. "With cwo young children to encercain all clay, I 
often thought of the indoor play centers we'd gone to in 
England," she said. "We scarcecl researching the possibility 
of opening a similar cype of business in Michigan, secured a 
partner, Laurel Hess, also of Canton Township, and in 2003, 
we opened Jungle Java." 
Jungle Java is ac Michigan Avenue and North Canton 
Cencer Road, about 1 4  miles ease of EMU. Ir is a combina­
tion playground for kids and cafe for che adults. The jungle­
chemed play area includes a climbing cower from floor to 
ceiling, a tree house, a lion's den, fom slides and a separate 
coddler safari area. Adults can sic ac che cafe cables or ac one 
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Mehl's business plan was so well constructed, said King, 
that he basically immediately approved ic. Much of the cred­
it, Mehl said, goes co the face chat both she and her husband 
have business degrees. When King encouraged her to hire 
EMU students enrolled in the entrepreneurship program, 
she had no hesitation. 
"I clefinicely believe chose classes make a big difference," 
Mehl said. "When I was in school, there were no entrepre­
neurship courses. Bue I use my finance and management 
classes every day, and I see when the EMU scudencs recog­
nize what they've been caught. Ir's che 'A-ha!' moment. Ir's 
been a very good fie for us." 
Mehl said she knew her business was successful when 
the offers co buy ic scarred coming in. "Even though some of 
the offers have been very accraccive, I can't sell ic," she said. 
Instead, she and Hess are in negociacions for a second loca­
tion and have decided to offer franchises. Because the fran­
chises look promising, they've decided co offer an EMU 
master's degree student a management incernship. 
"Hopefully, they will see chat owning your own busi­
ness is not about che money," Mehl said. "Ir's about people 
who are passionate about what they do. I always say chat 
Jungle Java is my fourth kid. (Her third child was born in 
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2005.) When ic's yours, the work doesn't feel like work." 
What Baron, Vazquez and Mehl have rapped into is a 
growing emphasis on universities as the engines in a nation­
wide push for entrepreneurship coursework for students, 
entrepreneurship assistance for businesses in the communi­
ty and opportunities for scares like Michigan to keep their 
best and brighresc from going elsewhere. 
To achieve these goals, Gov. Granholm in 2004 created 
the Commission on Higher Education and Economic 
Growth. The commission's members were charged with 
developing a plan ro double the number of Michigan resi­
dents with college degrees and ocher valuable credentials. In 
its final report, the commission said the srare's educational 
institutions must integrate entrepreneurial skills and educa­
tion inro K-1 2  standards, and char rwo- and four-year insti­
tutions must cultivate entrepreneurial education and accivi­
cies among community colleges, universities, business and 
community partners. 
The commission also recommended char Michigan's 
colleges and universities develop and offer entrepreneurial 
degrees and certificates and enhance existing programs with 
entrepreneurship skills and training. 
For EMU, its entrepreneurial roots have allowed ic co 
respond swiftly co che commission's urgings. 'They cold 
schools, colleges and universities to 'create a culture of entre­
preneurship,"' Mielke said. "We've had one at EMU since 
2000, and now we're doubling our efforts. All of our entre­
preneurship resources have great projects pending." 
For example, the Center for Entrepreneurship and the 
Entrepreneurs Club are co-hosting a student entrepreneur 
conference at EMU chis spring, and che Entrepreneurs Club 
has been meeting with principals from the Yankee Air 
Museum in Belleville, Mich. "If the project gees off che 
ground, no pun intended, we'll be helping chem with an 
online score," Mielke said. 
The fear char a project stares and chen fizzles as students 
come and go isn't a concern because of the way che project is 
being structured. "Ir will be an accual class in the entrepre­
neurship curriculum. We're serious about making sure our 
students and our community parcners move forward," 
Mielke said. 
As a new small-business owner, Baron knows firsthand 
how far a little bit of help can cake a business. "I had much 
more support than the average scare-up," she said. "I have a 
lot of friends who are engineers, and chey helped with the 
design and plans. My first landlord was a pipe layer, and he 
did all my work for the cost of che materials." Still, in many 
areas she was overwhelmed, and che expertise from EMU 
made the difference between making it and going under. 
"There are so many people who find our about us and 
say, This is something I've always wanted co do,"' Baron 
said. "I cell chem co call EMU." •!• 
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Charting success 
Ca lendar project helps midd le  school students 
and fami l ies lead healthier l ives 
aryn Wright  i s n ' t  much different than mosc I 2 year olds.  She l ikes co draw, she plays softball and basketball, and when ic comes ro music, she grooves co hip­hop. And like mosc pre-teens, she enjoys snack foods. Bue these days, Taryn is more likely co reach for an apple or banana than a candy bar or bag of chips, thanks co an innovative health education program created by Eastern Michigan University. "! definitely ear a lot more fruit than I used co," said Taryn, a seventh grader ac Ypsilanti's Ease Middle School. "I still ear candy and chips sometimes, bur nor as much as l used co." Taryn is one of 600 sixth, seventh and eighth graders ac che school who are parcicipacing in a research projecc funded by EMU's College of Heal ch and Human Services. The project is designed co prompt middle school students and their families ro make healthy lifestyle choices. They do char by studying che lessons and completing assignments on a calendar designed by EMU faculty, bur  i l lustrated by che scudencs chemsel ves. uch a program is especially important in che current school-funding climate. Local school districts are under che gun co keep coses down ac che same rime char teachers are pressed co reach core curriculums in 
ways char keep cesc scores up. And cesc-score progress is being tied co scare-funding formulas. Consequently, as coses i ncrease and budgets gee righter, districts have cue many programs rhac fall outside chis core mission. Among chose are initiatives cied co health and wellness. And chat's why more school leaders are forming parcnerships wich ocher organ izations in che community, such as scare agencies, private companies and universities. Scudents in schools with demographic profiles like chose at Ease Middle School, where 64 of scudents qualify for free or reduced-fee lunches, are more I ikely co feel che loss of heal ch education programs. Research shows chat che presence of certain socioeconomic factors can be an impedimenc ro adolescents gening proper information on physical health, nutrition, emotional health, smoking, substance use and ocher key health issues. Enter EMU. lcs solution was the calendar projecc cicled A Day in a Healthy Life: Assessment of Adolescent Health Behaviors. Christine Karshin, an assistant professor in EMU's School of Healcl1 Promotion and Human Performance, and Jeff Schulz, the college's associate dean, conceived the program. le rolled our in September, and will crack the scudents' progress throughout the year. "Adolescence is a critical rime in everyone's life, when decisions are made chat can impact a person's life forever," Karshin said. "Many health-related behaviors are adopted during that rime of life, and pressure co conform co che 'norm' is ac its peak. This is a time in their l ives when they srarc co make decisions 
B Y  K E V I N  R A N S O M  
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Five teams of community 
leaders and EMU professors 
combined their strengths 
to address youth violence 
and raise the hopes of 
area youths. 
BY KATHLEEN SHIELDS 
S outhwcst Detroit grieves when a young person dies. Whether the death is the result of an accidenr, gang-related violence or suicide, residents experience the same shock and disbelief, the same outrage and anger, as do their suburban 
counterparcs when the bad news spreads. 
Concerned about the effects of untreated trauma they 
were seeing in clients, a group of social service providers 
in the area began talking about the need for an organized 
crisis/rrauma response iniriarivc. Southwest Solutions, 
a local mental health agency, applied to the EMU 
Communiry Leadership fellows Program to help fund 
the creation and training of such a team. 
Christine Tanner, an associate professor in communi­
cation and theatre arts, and Erin Schwarcz, a social worker 
at Southwest Solutions, worked together for eight months 
to create southwest Detroit's first Crisis Response "leam. 
"Its emphasis on trauma and loss-training fills a gap in  
attempts to  lessen youth violence everywhere," said 
Tanner. "The only difference between southwest Detroit 
and the rest of the M ichigan is that the area's higher rate 
of poverty and violence gives the communiry that much 
more to grieve abou r. Then people arc angry and they 
react. Ir's the cycle of violence." 
ln December, eight more employees of social service 
agencies in the area went through the training. "All of 
the ream's members are people who've been rrainc<l 
in the social services," said SchwartL. "There arc 
therapists, school social workers and 
program d i rectors, and i t's all 
voluntary. If ch ere is a cri­
sis in southwest Detroit, 
we will have a localized 
group right there and 
ready to respond." 
It's nor just drug or 
gang-related violence 
they arc concerned 
about. During the very 
early stages of the team's 
training, they volunteered to provide a 
debriefing session for a group of children 
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whose young neighbor had been hie and killed by a hie-and 
run driver. "Many of these children are exposed co more 
descruccive accions as a whole," Schwarcz said. "They need co 
be cold char their reactions are normal, and caught how co 
deal with chem, so they don'c boccie it all up inside." 
Elvia Krajewski-Jaime, the EMU social work professor 
whose direccion of the University's Community Outreach 
Partnership Center (COPC) and the Community Leadership 
Fellows Program has resul ted in numerous EMU/communi­
ty outreach activities, agrees. 
"People who witness or are repeatedly exposed co 
traumatic events have a high risk of developing post­
rraumatic stress disorders, or PTSDs," she said. "Left 
uncreated, PTSDs can lead co increased violence and 
destructive behavior, especially in children and adoles­
cents. J c's important that we help trauma vicrims get 
adequate creacmenc early." 
Schwarcz and her peers in  southwest Detroit were 
participants in one of five programs in 2005 designed co 
reduce che mental, physical and financial effects of you ch 
violence in greater mecropol i can Decroi c. Operating 
under the umbrella of EMU's Jnstituce for che Study of 
Children, Families and Communities ( fSCFC), che in i­
tiatives made up the final sec of five partnerships fund­
ed by a two-year U.S. Deparcmenc of Justice grant. The 
$ 1  m i l l ion grant also helped fund the creation of EMU's 
Cencer for Community Bui lding and Civic Engagement, 
which operates under the ISCFC umbrella. 
The Center's first initiative, the Community Leadership 
Fellows Program (CLFP), was so named because ''che com­
munity knows whar it needs, and will lead us co ic if we lee 
chem," Krajewski -] ai me said. Center leaders were decer­
mi ned co make sure chat the Fellows Program helped com­
munity groups strengthen their capacity co provide services, 
and on their own terms. 
"All coo often, universiry scholars go co social service 
agencies and pretend co know better than the community 
what its needs are," Krajewski-Jaime said. "Many times 
they'll scare a program where community agencies were nor 
involved in the planning, might nor need ac that rime or ar 
all, and if it flounders or flops, they pull our. Social service 
organizations case a wary eye when universities come calling." 
Here is a look ac che five 2005 Communiry Leadership 
Fellows program initiatives: 
Agency: Southwest Solutions 
Community fellow: Erin Schwartz, a crisis response team 
coordinator for Detroit-based Southwest Solutions 
Faculty fellows: Christine Tanner, assistant professor 
in the communications and theatre arts department, 
and Elvia Krajewski-Jaime, professor of social work 
and director of the Center for Community Building 
and Civic Engagement 
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Erin Schwarcz' idea for a Community Leadership 
Fellows project was co develop a ream of volunceer pro­
fessional crisis responders from souchwesc Detroit .  She 
specifically wanted social workers and ocher mental 
health professionals she worked with at Southwest 
Solutions co join because of their long-term presence and 
experience prov iding mental health services in  che area. 
"These days, che words 'cris is  response' evoke 
thoughts of the devastation caused by natural disasters, 
l i ke che tsunami in southeast Asia and che hurricanes in  
ew Orleans," Schwartz said. "Being more prepared for 
natural disasters wi l l  be a positive by-produce of chis 
project, bur what we were looking for was a more local­
ized response co che types of trauma tic events char hap­
pen all coo often right here, including assaults, fires and 
deaths caused by gunfire." 
Meneal health practitioners know that if they can 
meet and offer debriefing services co v ict ims of violence, 
or chose who wi mess aces of violence, they can lessen che 
chances of serious aftereffects of trauma, she said. Those 
aftereffects include debilitating depression or J ost-trau­
macic stress syndrome. Since the response-ream mem­
bers are from the community, they are nearby if a disas­
ter srrikes; are famil iar with community needs, cul tures 
and languages; and can more quickly mobilize and 
direcc nonprofessional community volunteers. 
"We'd like co see this model of community response 
throughout the cicy," Schwartz said. "Our Southwest Decroic 
Crisis Response Team currently has abour 1 5  members 
who've been though almost a year of training, and we'll be 
sharing what we know every chance we gee." 
Agency: City of Ypsilanti 
Community fellow: Robert J. Bruner, assistant city 
manager for the city of Ypsilanti 
Faculty fellows: David Clifford, an associate professor of 
health administration, and director of the Institute for the 
Study of Children, Families and Communities; and Elvia 
Krajewski-Jaime, professor of social work and director of 
the Center for Community Building and Civic Engagement 
The city of Ypsilanci has been a steady recipient of sup­
port from che Center for Community Building and Civic 
Engagement: first through COPC and now che Community 
Leadership Fellows Program. This support has been provid­
ed mainly because of ics proximity co EMU, bur "because che 
need is so very great here," said David Clifford, che direcror 
of EMU's Institute for che Study of Children, Famil ies and 
Communities. "Every year since 2002, Ypsilanti has had co 
cue ics recreation budget, ics services budget, its budget for 
senior programming and so much more. This is our commu­
nity, and we are committed co mining what resources in the 
community that we can." 
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The city and the University collaborated on two of the 
most critical areas of need in 2005: youth and senior pro­
gramming and recreation activities and budgeting. 
Robert Bruner, the city's assistant city manager, 
wears a lot of bars, nor chat he is complaining. In addi­
tion to his official title, he is the de facto di rector of 
recreation, planning, community development, market­
ing and planning, for a start. He is everywhere, includ­
ing EMU's campus, where he is working on a master's 
degree in public adminiscracion. 
"In a more well-funded city, these would all be separate 
departmenrs, but we do noc have that luxury right now," 
Bruner said. "My coursework, my job and my interests are all 
one right now, mostly because I'm getting so much support 
from EMU in all of my initiatives. Alrhough there are only 
rwo of us officially involved in the program, rhe emire staff 
here benefits because our partners are a mile away." 
Bruner's participation cemers on Ypsilanti's non-existent 
recreation budget. "We must sustain some level of recreation 
programming, or we will see more crime, drug and violence 
problems in our young people. It is a vicious circle, and we're 
far from the only city in America facing problems like this. 
Wirh EMU's help, we are working on what we think will 
become a new model for sustaining recreational program­
ming. We're hosting regional recreation roundtables where 
we invite che public and private seccor, public and private 
schools and anyone with an interest in building a partner­
ship. That is what keeps me going." 
The ftrsr roundrable was conducted in ovember and 
arrended by represenracives of the ciry of Ypsilanti, Superior 
Township and Ypsilanti Township; Lincoln, Willow Run 
and Ypsilanti schools, and local corporations, religious and 
recreation groups. "The groups will continue ro meet, share 
ideas and, most importantly, share resources," Bruner said. 
Agency: Motor City Blight Busters 
Community Fellow: Aurora Harris, Motor City Blight 
Busters 
Faculty Fellow: Rebecca Martusewia, professor of 
teacher education 
Rebecca Martusewicz and Aurora Harris mec each other 
in a l i ttle coffee shop i n  Detroit, and while talking dis­
covered they shared an i nterest in social j ustice, educa­
tional and environmental issues. Boch were involved in 
programs beneficing young people: Marcusewicz as a 
professor in the reacher education department ar EMU 
and Harris as the (then) direccor of a yourh poetry and 
music education program affiliated wirh Mocor City 
B light Busters. After exchanging conracr information, 
Marcusewicz cold Harris chat they shou Id cry to gee a 
grant of some sort so rhey could work together. 
"The nexc day, I saw che call for rhe fellowship proposals 
in my mailbox on campus," Marrusewicz said. " I  called her 
and said, 'You'll never believe chis, and ic's due in five days."' 
Their quick rurnaround paid off, and che rwo were cho­
sen ro coordinate an eight-week summer program for sru­
dents ages 10 ro 1 8  at the Motor Ciry Blight Busters' head­
quarters in Detroit. "We built on Blight B usters' mission, 
which is ro beautify rhe urban landscape," Marcusewicz said. 
"Our students came up with ways ro promote non-violence 
using art, poetry - even garden ing. In addition, they learned 
how to prepare, show and sell rheir artwork." 
John George, the founder and president of Blight 
Busters, said rhe group is always ready to welcome new vol­
unteers and ideas in order to achieve its mission of revitaliz­
ing and repopulating Detroit. "We appreciate the help we 
received from EMU. Because of this program, we were able 
to include more young people and do more activities over che 
summer," George said. 
Agency: Franklin-Wright Settlements, Inc. 
Community fellow: Phil M. Sherman, a social worker 
with Detroit-based Franklin-Wright Settlements, Inc. 
Faculty fellow: A. Troy Adams, an associate professor 
of sociology at EMU 
Budget cuts in social services funding have forced rhe 
administration at the Frankl in-Wright Setrlements ro steadi­
ly reduce employees. le operates roday with 1 5 ,  down from 
1 00 four years ago. 
So when social worker Phil Sherman found out the 
agency had been chosen as part of the Community 
Leadership Fellows Program, it didn't matter chat the co­
worker who originally applied no longer worked ar the 
agency. "I went ro rhe initial meeting noc really knowing 
what ro expect. I didn't even know who I was going ro be 
paired with. I met Dr. Adams that day for che first time, and 
it's just been a great fit." 
The youth served through the EMU program are 
ages 8 ro 1 5  and already are involved in programs at 
Franklin-Wright's Youth Connections Teen Center. 
Sherman and Adams put together a yearlong mentoring 
project, wirh guest speakers and community members 
invited to work with group members on l ife ski l ls and 
confl ict resolution. The speakers presented information 
on issues ranging from career counseling and finances to 
sexual harassment. 
"Some of these kids do nor know that somerhing 
rhey might say to another reen is accually sexual harass­
ment," Sherman said. "We are modeling appropriate 
behavior in our efforts co prevent juvenile crime and vio­
lence. I t  m ight be hard for some people ro understand, 
but we know these kids jusr don't truly know the conse­
quences of some of their actions because they see so m uch 
risky behavior around them. "  
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A s  an African American male professor, Adams 
provided the scudencs with an i ncreased sense of aware­
ness of their educational and career opportunities, 
Sherman said. 
"He's cool. He's smart. He's doing good things in his 
community. And the people he brought in were great, 
coo, herman added. " I  see the srudencs u t i l iz ing 
the information we provided. I see some changes, and 
i ncreased confidence. It went well." 
berman hopes to keep the EMU/Franklin­
Wrighc connection going, whether formally or infor ­
mally. "We'll apply for a fellowship again. If ocher 
agencies are chosen, at lease we know char we will be 
concinuing che work we did chis year in che form of 
additional workshops and more visits from our guest 
speakers," he said. 
Agency: City of Ypsilanti 
Community fellow: Angel Coleman, recreation 
coordinator for the city of Ypsilanti, director of the 
Intergenerational Project 
Faculty fellows: Christine Tanner, assistant professor 
of communication and theatre arts; and Melissa 
Motschall, professor of English language and literature 
In addition co rhe previously mentioned Ypsilanti 
parrnerships, Bruner and Angel Coleman are learn ing 
co research and write gram proposals and are creating an 
electronic repository of the completed applications to be 
used as templates for ocher city staff members in  need 
of funding. "\'{le know how to look for ocher opportuni­
ties like chis parrnership and quickly pull the necessary 
paperwork together. Also, we know char educational 
and recreational programs have the potential to keep a 
community active and healthy. The Incergenerarional 
Project was established to provide young people with 
positive role models," Coleman said. 
Melissa Mocschal l ·s incerest in  the COPC project was 
piqued when she rook a class of high school scudencs in­
terested in  writing careers to the Ypsilanci Senior Cencer 
as pare of the English departmenc's Write-Link Commu­
nity Connections program. "My scudencs i ncerviewed 
and wrote abom the seniors and ic really had a profound 
effect on chem. le is real-life writing experience with 
the added bonus of promoting pride in these scudencs," 
she said. '"They learn to see che seniors as workers and 
achievers who faced many of che same issues they face.·· 
Mocschall  decided then co apply for rhe 
Incergenerarional Project, i ncorporating the Wrice­
Link platform of incroducing students co the writing 
disciplines and then using their newfound skills to 
benefit a community program i n  need. The swdencs 
combined their writings in a publication, Bridging the 
Generations. 811ildi11g a Stronger Comm11nity. which was 
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Here is e /ist and brief description al the 10 community 
egencies end depanmenb that participated in EMU's 
two-year Community Leadership Fellows program. 
DETROIT AND SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN 
� 1. Franklin-Wright Settlements, Inc. 
3360 Charlevoix Ave. • Detroit, Ml 48207 • 313.579.1000 
About Franklin-Wright Settlements, Inc. is a Detroit 
neighborhood human services organization. It assists 
individuals, families, groups and the community with basic 
life, family and social needs. Established in 1881, its service 
area is bounded by 1-75 on the west, 1-94 on the north, 
Alter Road on the east and the Detroit River on the south. 
Web: comnet.org 
� 2. Motor City Blight Busters 
17405 Lahser Rd.• Detroit, Ml  48219 •  313.255.4355 
ANat Motor City Blight Busters was founded by a 
Detroit businessman who was fed up with the number of 
abandoned houses and buildings in his neighborhood. 
In its remarkable 15 -year history, Blight Busters and a 
coalition of community partners have recruited more than 
1 10,000 volunteers to help them revitalize, restabilize and 
repopulate Detroit Together, they have painted homes; 
secured abandoned buildings; renovated old houses, 
and built 1 1 2  new ones. 
Web: www.blightbusters.org 
� 3. Southwest Counseling and 
Development Services 
1700 Waterman St. • Detroit, Ml 48209 • 313.841.8900 
About: Southwest Counseling and Development Services 
has served southwest Detroit for 30 years, providing 
comprehensive community mental health services for 
children, families and adults. Its programs include 
substance abuse treatment; preventative services; 
economic development; community organizing; 
job development; recreation, and transportation. 
Web: comnet.org/swcds 
4. Detroit Hispanic Development Corp. 
1211 Trumbull Ave. • Detroit, Ml 48216 • 313.967.4880 
About: The Detroit Hispanic Development Corporation 
was founded in 1997 to help empower the people and 
the communities in the southwest Detroit area. 
The non-profit organization's programs include human 
services and community development projects 
geared to the creation of education and employment 
opportunities and the adoption of healthy lifestyles. 
Web:www.dhdcl.org 
� 5. Latino Family Services 
3815 W. Fort St. • Detroit, Ml 48216 • 313.841 .7380 
About: Latino Family Services is a community agency 
providing and coordinating comprehensive human services 
to residents of Wayne County, with a particular emphasis 
on its Latino residents. Its services are designed to 
enhance the quality of life for children, youth, adults, 
families and the developmentally disabled. Its mission is 
implemented through collaborations with individuals, 
community groups, organizations and institutions. 
Web:www.latinofamilyservices.org 
� 6. Arab Community Center for 
Economic and Social Services 
2651 Saulino Court• Dearborn, Ml 48120 • 
• 313.842.7010 
About: ACCESS is a human services 
organization committed to the development of the Arab-American community in the 
Detroit area and a greater understanding 
of Arab culture in the United States. 
It provides a wide range of social, 
mental health, educational, 
artistic, employment, legal 
and medical services 
for immigrants trying 
to adapt to life in 
America, as well as 
members of the 
Arabic community in 
need of its services. 
Web:www.access 
community.org 
YPSILANTI AREA 
� 7. City of Ypsilanti/Department 
of Parks and Recreation 
City Hall · Administrative offices• One South Huron St 
Ypsilanti, Ml 48197 • 734.483.7272 
About: The parks and recreation department serves 
the 22,300 residents of Ypsilanti. It is responsible for 
the planning and development of seven neighborhood 
parks and year-round recreational programs. 
Among its facilities are Parkridge Community Center, 
the Historic Freighthouse, the Farmer's Market and 
the Ypsilanti Senior Center. 
Web:www.cityofypsilanti.com/services/recreation 
� 8. City of Ypsilanti/ 
Senior Citizen Center 
1017 Congress St. • Ypsilanti, Ml 481 
• 734.483.5014 
About: Funding for this facility, which 
offered meeting space for communi 
groups, was eliminated effective Jul 
2003. Since then, volunteers, partnersh 
and donations have kept it and some 
of the recreation department facilitie 
in operation. It offers lunch five days 
week as well as a number of social 
activities for senior citizens. 
Web: www.cityofypsilanti.com/ 
services/rec re ation/scc 
1 S. Huron St. • Ypsilanti, Ml 48197 • 734.485.8730 591 Armstrong St. Ypsilanti, Ml 48197. 
out SOS Community Services is a non-profit • 734.483.7700 
anization that serves homeless families and 
ildren and others in crisis in Washtenaw County. 
unded in 1970 by students at Eastern Michigan 
iversity, SOS has evolved from its roots as a 
er-counseling program into an agency whose 
mprehensive services assist families in their 
ve from homelessness to self-sufficiency and 
rmanent, stable housing. Today, SOS occupies 
r program and administrative sites in 
shtenaw County. 
: www.soscs.org 
About: Funding for this facility, and its 
youth-related programming, stopped 
in 2003. Since then, EMU has worked 
with the city to maintain existing 
services and to develop new programs. 
The hope is to continue offering a variety 
of recreational activities oriented 
toward youth and senior citizens. 
Web: www.cityofypsilanti.com/ 
services/recreation/pee 
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used co raise funds for the Senior Center at a community 
reception in November. 
Christine Tanner, an assistant professor in com­
munication and theatre arcs, was originally paired 
with Southwest Solutions in Detroit, but switched 
co an arcs program in need of a fellow at Ypsilanti's 
Parkridge Youth Community Center. Over the summer, 
Tanner worked with about 30 students from Ypsilanti 
Public Schools, helping chem develop their entrepre­
neurial skills as they related to singing, performing and 
che arts. 
"I think my experience shows the beauty of the project," 
Tanner said. "We let the agencies say, 'Hey, we really 
need chis, not this' in order ro achieve their goals. South­
west Solutions really needed a social worker, and Elvia 
is knowledgeable and well respected in that community, 
and Parkridge needed a performance reacher, which I 
am. Thar's true partnering." 
Fast forward 
Hoping co continue and build on irs work, rhe Center 
for Community Building and Civic Engagement sought 
additional Department of Justice funding, and recently 
received $200,000. The funds will allow ir co continue 
but ar a scaled-down level. "The nature of the program 
we created is not that we close-up shop now," Krajewski­
Jaime said. "The needs are still there. New ones pop up 
all the time. There are ocher grants we need to write." 
Under the new grant, adjustments are being made 
to the Fellows Program. For example, faculty fellows 
will be recruited as consultants as needed and will not 
receive release time from their EMU reaching loads. 
The number of partnerships will be limited, coo. 
Meanwhile, former and current community 
fellows continue to check in to share news and ask for 
advice, and to build on the programs strengthened 
with EMU's help. The Southwest Decroir Crisis 
Response Team, for example, has been adding mem­
bers. And Winston Quiney, a 1 7-year-old senior from 
Ypsilanti High School, is making plans co attend 
college, a desire stoked by his participation in a Fellows 
Program partnership. 
"He wasn't interested in college until he rook part in 
the Intergenerational Project," said his mother, Cheryl. 
"Now, he's planning to live with his sister in Atlanta 
and go to Spelman College." 
One of Winston's teachers suggested he further 
explore an interest in writing by parciciparing in the 
project. His mother says she doesn't know if the project 
gave him confidence or just a needed push, bur she had 
a personalized Christmas ornament made for him on a 
recent visit to Frankenmuth, Mich. "Ir's a pencil," she 
said, "and I had them print ' Keep on Writing Winston' 
on it ." •!• 
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For more than 1 50 years, EMU has played a major 
state and national role in the preparation of 
teachers and other school personnel. Now, it is 
helping education professionals understand 
how to reduce violence in American schools. 
NEW MASTER'S PROGRAM 
BY PA U L  CARCARO 
The increased prevalence of  crime, particularly violenr crime, in  American schools is raising a ser of tough, new issues for sociery, as indicated by these headline-grabbing rragedies in recent months: • A reenage girl shoors anorher girl in the chest Nov. 15 while arguing on a school bus in Miramar, Fla. • An assistant principal is killed and l"\vo fellow administrators injured while crying to disarm a student Nov. 8 in Knoxville, Tenn. • A high school student kills two relatives, five fellow students and two others March 21 before killing himself on an Indian reservation near Minneapolis. And then, of course, there was the Columbine High School massacre April 20, 1 999. In char tragedy, two students rampaged through rhe school's hallways and classrooms, killing 1 2  students and a teacher and wounding 24 ocher,. 
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In rhe wake of  such chilling and frequent violence, 
and in an effort ro understand the roots of such brutali­
ty, Eastern Michigan University is breaking new ground 
wirh rhe launch of irs innovative master of arts program 
in schools, society and violence. The program, aimed ac 
i n-service teachers who wanr ro learn how ro reduce vio­
lent practices in schools, scarred enrol ling students rh is 
fall, and offers advanced and interdisciplinary course­
work in rhe fields of con flier, crime and cooperation - all 
focused on primary and secondary school markets. 
Offered through the Department of Sociology, Crimin­
ology and Anthropology, and the Deparrmenr of Teacher 
Education, the program helps students gain an under­
standing of theoretical concepts, methodological tech­
niques and the application of substantive interdiscipli­
nary knowledge. 
In the end, graduates will be able ro analyze, under­
stand and effectively intervene ro reduce harmful relation­
al and inscicucional practices in school sertings. 
"We live in a social conrexr - a profoundly unequal 
social context - based on race, class, gender (and) sexuali­
ty," said Rebecca Marrusewicz, an EMU reacher education 
professor who, a decade ago, helped give birth ro che idea 
for a master's-level program on che subject. "The point of 
chis program from its beginning was ro figure our how sys­
temic inequality helps produce violent response." 
While the shootings at Columbine and Reel Lake 
focused media attention on school violence, school-based 
crime has been a growing and persistent problem. In the 
year following Columbine, there were 32 school-associated 
violent deaths, including 24 homicides. In 200 1 ,  students 
ages 1 2  ro 1 8  were the victims of l .2 million crimes of theft, 
according ro che acional Center for Education Scaciscics. 
The roots of EMU's schools, society and violence 
program reach back before Columbine, and scarred with 
informal conversations between the school's education 
and sociology, criminology and anthropology faculty. 
(The education faculty are housed in che College of 
Education, whi le che ochers are in the College of Arcs 
and Sciences). The cal ks focused on bow ro create a grad­
uate curriculum char explored che causes of societal vio­
lence and its manifestation in schools. 
ruarc Henry, a former professor in the sociology, 
criminology and anthropology department, and 
Marrusewicz initially conceived the schools, society and 
violence initiative and drafted a proposal for its adoption. 
(Henry is now a professor and chairman of Wayne Stare 
University's lnterdiscipl i nary Studies Program). Joe 
Rankin, former head of EMU's sociology, criminology and 
anthropology department, lacer redrafted chat initial pro­
posal and shepherded ic through che University's approval 
process. (Rankin now chairs the Deparcmenr of Criminal 
J uscice ar Wayne Stace.) 
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"Ir was a very hard sell, in pare because ir was interdis­
ciplinary, which meant rhar ir had ro go through rwo col­
lege-input systems as well as rhe graduate school-input 
system,"  said Rankin, noting that it is the only master's 
program of its kind in the state, and perhaps the nation. "If 
there are any other master's programs like this in the coun­
try, there are very few. Irs interdisciplinary structure is 
really pretty unique.'' 
In announcing the program, approved in March 2004 
by the EMU Board of Regents, the University affi rmed che 
role of the master's program in enhancing EMU's legacy as 
a leader in  the education of teachers and school personnel. 
"For more than 1 50 years, EMU has played a major state 
and national role in the preparation of teachers, other 
school personnel and certain related professionals," said 
Jerry Robbins, then dean of the college, and now a mem­
ber of irs faculty. " ow, we are partnering with our soci­
ology and criminology department ro help education pro­
fessionals fully understand how ro reduce the level of vio­
lence in our schools." 
The 30-credic master's degree is designed for school 
personnel interested in pursuing advanced srndies in 
crime, conflict and cooperation in a school conrexr. Classes 
offered include Sociology of Education; School and 
Classroom Discipline Management; Domestic Violence 
and Sexual Assault; and Crisis Inrervencion. 
En route co the degree, students will complete an 
internship in a school setting, a srndenc-observacion 
requirement and a thesis char demonstrates their ability ro 
inregrace what they have learned co an aspect of the school 
violence program. With six students enrolled chis fall, rhe 
program is off co a promising start. 
"The number of inqui ries inco che program is really 
surprising, given char we have nor yer marketed che pro­
gram," said Jay Weinstein, current head of che 
Department of Sociology, Anthropology and 
Criminology. "We do plan ro marker the program with­
in the public schools in Michigan, as this is where we 
would expect co draw most of our srudenrs." 
Professor Denise Reiling is the program's graduate 
coordinacor and is responsible for cultivating prospective 
students, overseeing admissions and working with enrolled 
scudenrs co create their programs of study. While chose 
public school personnel are the primary audience, the back­
grounds of students enrolled so far suggest an even broader 
appeal for the program, she said. 
" urprisingly, many who have expressed interest are 
not teachers or adminisrracors, bur rather have worked with 
children or adolescents in ocher capacities, such as a group 
home or correctional setting," she said. 
"My overarching impression . . .  is rhac their interest in 
che program is  driven by their belief chat school i s  an 
imporranr front from which co address issues of violence 
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Los Angeles School Police 
Sgt. Robert Carlborn watches 
over students lining up to 
pass through a security 
check roint in tne aftermath o two apparent racially 
motivated student brawls at 
Thomas Jefferson High 
School this spring m 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
and co do so in a broad fashion," Reiling added. " In 
other words, they see violence tl,ac occurs in the schools 
as a symptom of a larger societal problem, but they also 
see the school setting - even one where little conflict 
occurs - as an excellent arena through which to reach 
about non-violent solutions to interpersonal problems." 
Judy Weaver agrees. A victim of a violent crime 
when she was 19 ,  Weaver is enrolled in the program 
while working as a graduate assistant in Eastern 
Michigan's Department of Teacher Education. 
"Violence is everywhere in our society. The question 
is: How do you attack it?"  Weaver said. "The answer is 
co utilize our institutions co partner with our schools 
and college campuses. I 'm passionate about chis pro­
gram, and am driven to gain the skills chat can help me 
help victims, and co intervene and develop programs to 
help curb violence throughout society." 
The professional appl icacions for the program's 
graduates are far-reaching, Reiling said. 
"Clearly, our students wi l l  be well prepared to hold 
positions within schools, using their skil ls as either a 
conflict management/resolution agent as a full-rime 
position; using their skil ls to supplement their training 
as a guidance counselor; or using their skills as a com­
ponent of their classroom instruction," she said. "Ours 
students wil l  also be able to apply their knowledge and 
skills in non-academic settings." 
"For example, someone having completed this 
degree who holds a social work position will be better 
prepared ro deal with issues a child might be having i n  
the school setting," Reiling added. " A  child mental 
health professional would have a better understanding 
of the child dealing with school violence." 
Shannon Orr, a business marketing/computer 
reacher at Pontiac Central IIigh School in Pontiac, 
Mich., and a student in the program, was initially look­
ing into other social work master's programs. But she 
decided to enroll in the schools, society and violence 
program because of its interdisciplinary mix of crimi­
nology, social work and education. She wanes to apply 
what she learns ac EMU to her own workplace. 
"It's an inner-city school with a lot of problems 
associated with domestic violence, drugs, poverty and 
teen pregnancy," Orr said. "I am hopeful of becoming 
more knowledgeable about the nature of violence, its 
prevention and intervention, and to possibly set up an 
effective program chat can help, based on what I ' m  
learning now." 
For Orr and the other students, the master's pro­
gram is shedding light on problems and issues that 
remain largely undefined and unaddressed. 
"1 have no illusions chat a master's degree program 
wi l l  provide all  the solutions," Marcusewicz said. "Bur 
I do think chis program wil l  add so m uch to our under­
standing of violence, and a more thoughtful response ro 
our problems in the future ."  •!• 
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Improving access to education 
Grant helps EMU students take advantage of Children's Institute 
EMU's Children's Institute has received a 
$25,000 grant from the Charlotte R. 
Schmidlapp Fund, Fifth Third Bank, 
Trustee. The funds will help support the 
lnstitute's childcare program. 
Byna Elliot, vice president of Fifth 
Third Bank and a 1992 graduate of EMU, 
helped secure the grant. She volunteers 
as a trustee with the EMU Foundation. 
"The Charlotte Schmidlapp Foun­
dation is proud to provide this significant 
grant to EMU. More importantly, the 
opportunity to assist single mothers with 
furthering their education is exactly the 
purpose of the foundation, whose goal is 
to empower women and girls through 
education," Elliot said. "As an EMU gradu­
ate, I know firsthand the difficulty and the 
perseverance it takes to complete your 
education and I am proud to assist these 
women'.' 
The Institute provides childcare for 
female students who face childcare barri­
ers in order to achieve academic success 
and complete their degrees. Childcare 
awards made possible in part by the grant 
will allow the recipients to focus on their 
studies while their children are being cared 
for in close proximity to their classes. 
These awards will be presented to 
low-income single females trying to man­
age the obstacles of working a low-paying 
job while striving to further their educa­
tion and care for their children. 
Located on EMU's central campus, 
the Children's Institute provides high­
quality care and education for children 1 8  
months through 6 years. Full and half-day 
programs are available for toddlers, 
preschoolers and kindergartners. A spe­
cial arrangement with Ypsilanti Public 
Schools provides transportation to and 
from Perry Child Development Center for 
the morning kindergarten program. Flights 
of Imagination, the summer day-camp 
Zones of empowerment 
EMU invests in partnerships for area youths 
In partnership with the Ann Arbor 
Community Foundation, Ypsilanti Public 
Schools and Willow Run High School, 
EMU will lead in the further development 
of the youth board, Ypsilanti Youth 
Empowered to Act (YYEA). 
Through a generous grant from the 
Academy for Educational Development, 
funded by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 
this consortium will work with the youth 
board to address local problems 
through philanthropy and a service-
learning framework. 
During the past two years, the YYEA 
board has become involved within the 
community through meetings with area 
school boards, the Ypsilanti mayor and 
other community members to address 
concerns that relate to youth, as well as 
to ask questions and take action. The 
continued funding will allow the board to 
sustain and build upon the programs it 
has started. •:• 
- Nancy Mida 
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The lnstitute's curriculum supports children 
through language, social, creative, 
physical and aesthetic activities 
program at the Children's Institute, offers 
exciting and varied programs for children 
entering kindergarten through first grade. 
The lnstitute's curriculum supports 
the development of children through cog­
nitive, language, social, emotional, cre­
ative, physical and aesthetic activities. 
Active exploration of the environment 
through child-initiated experiences com­
prises the majority of each child's time at 
the Institute. Teachers provide opportuni­
ties for individual, small group and large 
group experiences to enhance the child's 
own choices, and direct their own learn­
ing throughout the day. •:• 
Nancy Mida is communications coordina­
tor and Web content manager for the 
EMU Foundation. 
Faculty's finest 
Annual exhibition of artwork 
created by faculty of EMU's 
Department of Art. Ford 
Gallery, through Feb. 3 
Honoring Dr. King 
Minnesota Supreme Court 
Justice and former NFL 
defensive tackle Alan C. 
Page delivers the keynote 
address at the 2006 Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Day lunch­
eon. Noon, Ypsilanti Marriott 
at Eagle Crest. Ticket info: 
734.487.2282 
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6 Great Lakes 
Juried exhibition of draw­
ings by artists from around 
the Great Lakes. Ford 
Gal lery. Reception Feb. 7, 
4-6 p.m. Through March 1 O 
10 Antigone 
EMU Theatre presents 
"Antigone," a contempo­
rary twist to Sophocles' 
famous tragedy. Written by 
Jean Anouilh, directed by 
P. George Bird. Sponberg 
Theatre. Feb. 10- 1 1 ,  1 6-18, 
8 p.m. Feb. 1 2, 2 p.m. 
Ticket info: 734.487.2282 
11  E-xcellence 
E-Club Hall of Fame 
induction ceremony. 
Organized by the E-Club 
Athletic Letter Winners 
Alumni Chapter. 1 1  a.m., 
Convocation Center 
r The world-famous 
Harlem Globetrotters 
take on the New York 
Nations at the Convocation 
Center Jan. 23. Doors open 
6 p.m., game time 7 p.m. 
Ticket info: 734.487.2282 
12 Kickin it! 
More than 80 Michigan 
pompon and dance teams 
gather for the Mid­
American State-Wide 
Pompon Championships. 
Convocation Center 
16 Peace in our time 
Catholic Bishop Thomas J. 
Gumbleton shares his 
thoughts about his work to 
promote justice and peace 
in the United States and 
around the world. 2 p.m., 
McKenny Union. Free 
17 Keeping the beat 
Decadance Theatre comes 
to campus, with a driving 
beat brought to life by 
eight aggressive hip-hop 
dancers who create a 
fantastic urban narrative. 
$5 students, $ 12 public. 
8 p.m., Pease Auditorium 
19 Quality quintet 
lmani Winds, the African 
American/Latino wood­
wind quintet, continues to 
push new cultural and 
musical bounds. 4 p.m., 
Pease. Free 
3 Business behavior 
A conversation about 
corporate ethics with 
Bethany Mclean, the 
Fortune magazine writer 
who broke the Enron story 
in 2001 . 7 p.m., McKenny 
Union Ballroom. Free 
< 
19 Out of Africa 
Soul-stirring four and five­
part a capella harmonies 
and West African percus­
sions. 8 p.m., Pease. Free 
20 Drawn to humor 
Cartoonist Scott Mccloud, 
this year's McAndless 
Professor, talks about 
visual communications. 
7 p.m., McKenny 
Ballroom. Free 
21 On liberties 
Nadine Strossen, the first 
woman to lead the 
American Civil Liberties 
Union, speaks as part of 
Women's History Month. 
7 p.m., McKenny 
Ballroom. Free 
31 Gettin' busy 
EMU Theatre presents 
"Ain't Misbehavin'," the 
musical revue with music 
by Thomas "Fats" Waller. 
Directed by Wallace 
Bridges. Quirk Theatre. 
March 3 1 - April 1 ,  6 and 8, 
8 p.m.; April 2, 2 p.m. 
Ticket info: 734.487.2282 
7 Jazzed up 
Diva, a big band jazz 
orchestra, brings its energy 
to campus. 8 p.m., Pease. 
Ticket info: 734.487.2282 
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Thirty-five students receive 
their degrees during Winter 
Commencement. A bronze 
medal arrives on campus, 
awarded to Michigan 
Normal College during the 
1 904 World's Fair. The 
medal was for a student 
photography exhibit. 
The Ted Rae band plays at 
the Third Annual Military 
Ball. The Stoic Society hosts 
a luncheon for President 
Elliot. A growing commuter 
population raises issues 
about where the students 
should eat lunch. In another 
sign of the enrollment surge, 
the general lounge in 
McKenny Hall is turned into 
a temporary book store dur­
ing book rush. At the Jan. 22 
commencement, 107 gradu­
ates earn their degrees. The 
All-College Social 
Committee presents the 
film, "The Glenn Miller 
Story," at Roosevelt Hall. 
25 
President John Porter pro­
poses a means by which 
higher education can be 
funded through a separate 
state tax. The five-part plan 
is in response to the Tisch II 
tax proposal and the state's 
sluggish economy. Rosa 
Parks is a speaker during 
Humanitarian Day events. At 
Winter Commencement, 
1 ,  1 36 graduates receive 
their degrees. Seventy 
pianos from locations 
around campus are moved 
to the newly opened 
Alexander Music Building. A 
survey of dean and depart­
ment head salaries finds 
that Donald Drummond, 
dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences, is the highest 
paid, at $54,305. Work on 
the new recreation/intra­
mural building continues on 
schedule. The campus com­
munity discusses the release 
of 52 American 
hostages held by 
Iranian revolu­
tionaries for 
more than a year. 
5 
The documentary filmmaker 
Ken Burns (pictured below) 
visits WEMU's on-campus 
broadcasting facilities in 
April during the radio sta­
tion's annual spring pledge 
drive. An apartment fair is 
conducted in McKenny 
Union to help students find 
off-campus housing. Student 
Government confronts the 
loss of 1 1  student senators 
due to resignations. Ron 
Collins, a 35-year employee 
and provost for 1 7  years, 
dies. The swim team cap­
tures its 2 1 st Mid-American 
Conference title, and its first 
back-to-back crowns since 
1996-97. A review begins on 
finding a new campuswide 
e-mail system. More than 
200 students participate in 
the 2 1 st Undergraduate 
Symposium. EMU rolls out a 
graduate certificate in legal 
administration, the first of its 
kind in the Midwest. 
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